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« Les hommes peuvent atteindre un but commun sans emprunter les mêmes voies »
(Amadou Hampaté Ba)

“A farmer/fisher/cattle breeder that diversifies his source of income is a
farmer/fisher/cattle breeder who does not earn enough to feed his family from his
traditional activity”
(Sentence heard frequently in each visited community
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Abstract
The local communities of the Inner Niger Delta, IND, have overexploited the provisioning services of
the ecosystem and have expanded their activities at the cost of their surrounding ecosystem to support
their main livelihood strategies: fishing, farming and cattle breeding. However, the IND is also an
important ecological area for migratory and African water birds. Wetlands International has developed
a project to restore the ecosystem through a combination of restoration activities and of the
development of income-generating alternatives through the establishment of a Bio-rights mechanism.
Restoration activities comprise the rehabilitation of fishing ponds, reforestation with Acacia kirkii and
the bourgou regeneration, a grass used for cattle breeding. The ecosystem state is improving, and as a
result, exploitable natural resources have become more reliable and more readily available for the
local community. Cattle breeders exploit the bourgou directly to feed their herds, while fishers exploit
it indirectly through fisheries as it plays an important role in the development cycle of fish. As
professional farmers are commonly supplementary fishers, their livelihood is also improved. Besides,
a financial mechanism, the Bio-rights, mobilizes local communities around a same goal: biodiversity
conservation and provides a financial compensation for their participation in restoration activities.
Within the project lifetime, women groups have developed income-generating activities by using the
capital of this Bio-rights mechanism as a micro-credit. Furthermore, local conventions regulate the
exploitation of the natural resources, integrate the different actors and ensure the sustainability of the
ecosystem in a long perspective. A positive spiral replaces the vicious spiral of
insecurity/degradation/poverty where exploitation of provisioning services and Bio-rights mechanism
are balanced with biodiversity conservation.
Keywords: wetlands, ecosystem services, Bio-rights mechanism, biodiversity conservation, integrated
water resources management, livelihood strategies, rural development, Mali

Résumé
Les populations villageoises du Delta Intérieur du Niger surexploitent leur environnement et étendent
leurs activités au détriment de leur écosystème pour subvenir à leurs besoins. Leurs revenus sont basés
sur trois différents moyens de subsistance : la pêche, l’agriculture et l’élevage. Cependant, le Delta
Intérieur du Niger est aussi un lieu stratégique pour les oiseaux aquatiques migrateurs d’origine
africaine. Wetlands International a développé un projet de rénovation de l’écosystème, basé sur
l’association d’activités de restauration et de développement d’alternatives économiques à la
surexploitation, ainsi qu’à l’utilisation du droit à la biodiversité comme mécanisme financier venant en
aide aux populations villageoises. Les activités de restauration comprennent : la réhabilitation d’un
étang destiné à la pêche, la reforestation d’Acacia kirkii et la régénération de bourgou, plante utilisée
pour nourrir le bétail. Cela entraîne une amélioration de l’état de l’écosystème et abouti à
l’augmentation de la disponibilité et de l’abondance des ressources exploitables par la communauté
villageoise. Les éleveurs utilisent directement le bourgou pour nourrir leurs bêtes et les pêcheurs
perçoivent cette amélioration due au rôle important du bourgou dans le cycle de développement du
poisson. De plus, comme les agriculteurs sont aussi secondairement pêcheurs, leurs revenus
progressent ainsi. Le mécanisme du droit à la biodiversité mobilise les communautés villageoises
autour d’un seul but : la protection de la biodiversité. De plus, leur participation dans les activités de
restauration est pour eux très gratifiantes. Tout au long du projet les différents groupes de femmes
bénéficient du mécanisme financier comme d’un microcrédit pour créer des alternatives économiques
à la surexploitation. De surcroit, des accords locaux formalisent l’exploitation des ressources
naturelles, rassemblent les différents acteurs et assurent la durabilité de l’état de l’écosystème sur le
long terme. Le cercle vicieux d’insécurité-dégradation-pauvreté a été remplacé par une ère favorable,
où l’exploitation de l’écosystème combinée au mécanisme du droit à la biodiversité est en équilibre
avec la conservation de la biodiversité.
Mot-clés : zones humides, services fournis par l’écosystème, droit à la biodiversité, conservation de la
biodiversité, gestion intégrée des ressources en eau, moyens de subsistance, développement rural, Mali
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Executive summary
The Inner Niger Delta comprises the floodplain of the Niger river running through several
countries. It is characterized by a smooth slope (around 2 cm per km) inducing that a small
variation in water depth has a big impact on the inundated area and the duration of flooding.
That is why two extreme events (1980-1990 and 1950-1960) made the flooded Delta
fluctuates between 9,500 and 45,000 km2. Besides, several infrastructures as Sélingué, Sotuba
and Markala dams store and release water into the river and then the Office du Niger divert
water for an irrigated perimeter. Moreover, almost one million people inhabit the IND and
depend almost completely on its productivity through three main activities: farming, fishing
and cattle breeding. Those infrastructures affect the flood significantly thus decrease the
fertile areas for farming (staple and cash crops), for bourgou (cattle breeding, fish habitat and
bird feeding habitat) and for flooded forest (fish habitat and stock, bird biodiversity) and
determines the refill of fishing pond (fish habitat and stock, bird biodiversity). The bourgou is
a grass used for feeding the cattle. This influences all livelihood strategies developed by the
local population negatively. It leads to a stronger competition, with conflicts between the
different users, over a reduced flooded area. In the past, the Dina law regulated the
exploitation over all natural resources and allocated specific resources by ethnicity: only
persons belonging to the Bozos, the Somonos and the Sorkos did fishing. People belonging to
the Peul, the Tamasheq and the Maures ethnicities were focusing only on migrant herding.
Finally, farming was in the hand of the Bambara.
However, this traditional system was disturbed by a drought, the Grande Sécheresse (19701980), leading to a strong food insecurity occurring in the region. Firstly, to face this
insecurity, local communities have expanded their traditional economic activities at the cost
of the ecosystem and its biodiversity. For example, the expansion of floating rice on the
floodplain or on a pond degrades bourgou and flooded forest resources, which are crucial for
fish resources and bird biodiversity. Degradations have occurred and have limited the
exploitation of the provisioning services of the ecosystem due to unavailable or unreliable
natural resources. This has induced a vicious spiral of poverty-degradation-insecurity. This
food insecurity persists and has been exacerbated enhanced by other currents drivers:
population growth, policies and irregular precipitation. Secondly, local population took the
lead to diversify their livelihood strategies to face to this degraded situation. Professional
farmers, belonging to the Malinké and the Rhimabés ethnicities, have become also
supplementary fishers. Professional fishers, belonging to the Bozo and the Somono
ethnicities, have been supplementary farmers cultivating rice. This has provoked a conflict
between customary rights, based on the Dina law, and modern practices brought with the
democratisation of the area. In addition, it has increased the number of supplementary fishers
and farmers exacerbated by the population growth. Other factors increase the pressure on the
state of the ecosystem created by human activities such as the low rice productivity
reinforcing the need of farming expansion. Some fishing practices are habitat-damaging and
others limit the renewal of the stock and result in overfishing. The oversized transhumant herd
and its uncontrolled movement in an area result in overgrazing on bourgou and flooded forest
resources. It affects the livelihood strategies negatively and adversely affects the initial
activity. The loss of fish resources induces the decrease of fish production thus the decrease of
fishing livelihood, making fishers impoverished and indebted forcing them to increase
fisheries over the unreliable fish resource. The degraded and limited bourgou area leads to a
low cattle survival rate and a low cattle production, which leads to a reduction of the cattle
breeders’ livelihood. The low yield induces a food shortage exacerbating the expansion of rice
over other land uses. Each actor sees his situation become more precarious exacerbating the
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food insecurity and tensions between each other. These tensions have a strong negative effect
on the integrated management of natural resources intensifying the vicious spiral of povertydegradation-insecurity.
Since the 1990s, the policy has been to reinstall a community-based management to include
every one in the rural development and resources management. The Dina law and its
customary manager are in some places still present and respected; otherwise, new committees
replace it and manage the natural resources. The ecological importance of the IND was
recognized in 2004 and was classified as a Ramsar site. It is under these conditions that
Wetlands International started to implement a poverty reduction project in the IND with a
special concern for biodiversity conservation. This project combines three actions: restoration
activities to improve the ecosystem state, development of income-generating alternatives to
curtail overexploitation of one provisioning service and a financial mechanism, the Bio-rights,
to mobilize people around a restoration activity and to thank them for their participation.
Furthermore, local conventions, mainly based on traditions, help to get the different actors
around the table and ensure the sustainability of the natural resources management. Four
villages were visited, Guidio, Akka, Kakagnan and Sévéri and were described through the
DPSIR (Drivers, Pressures, States, Impacts and Responses) to get an overview on their
situations and get an insight on the impact of the responses on the food insecurity, well-being
and biodiversity of the local communities. It is already clear that restoration activities improve
the state of the ecosystem, especially for bourgou regeneration that increases fish habitat and
bird feeding habitat. However, as the fish and bird biodiversities have not been assessed yet it
is not possible to determine its impact on the biodiversity criterion.
In each village, the women groups are involved in reforestation of Acacia kirkii supported by
Bio-rights mechanism. Within the project lifetime, women groups have developed incomegenerating activities by using this Bio-right mechanism as a micro-credit (except in the
village of Akka). For the moment, even though Wetlands International (WI) has promoted
several income-generating alternatives, as poultry, cattle breeding, gardening and business,
only the last two have been developed by women associations. The next step is the assessment
of the project, for instance, on the reforestation activity: a certain number of trees should be
alive to modify the Bio-right loan into a payment. Nevertheless, people do not trust WI that
they will really give them the money at the end of the project and have not started to plan the
activities they could fund with this money.
The availability and reliability of resources is improved for some actors, the following
paragraphs give a description per village to understand the intertwined relation between
restoration activities and livelihood strategies.
In Guidio, each ethnicity is still focusing on its traditional activity: the Bozo are involved in
fishing, the Peul breed cattle and the Songhai farm land. It leads to a narrow impact from WI
project on the different livelihoods, as mainly Peul men are directly involved in the project.
Nevertheless, bourgou regeneration also benefits cattle breeders (from Peul ethnicity) as well
as fishers (from Bozo ethnicity). Furthermore, for cultivating rice (from Songhai ethnicity), an
arranged pond, the Wengo pond, exists and supports at least the whole community of Guidio
village. A discussion for a canal to ensure a suitable flood has already started but due to a
high probability of silting-up, nothing has been done yet. Luckily, on women side, all
ethnicities are sitting around the same table for reforestation and gardening showing the way
for future integrated actions.
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The main restoration activity in Akka is the regeneration of bourgou on collective land, which
supports cattle breeders’ and fishers’ livelihoods (Peul, Bozo and Malinké ethnicities) and
bird biodiversity. Everyone is involved in, participating in and should benefit directly from
WI project. In front of this community is the Akkagoun forest one of the last large flooded
forest in the IND where a large water bird population comes for nesting and resting. A local
convention on fisheries, grazing and wood cutting in and around the Akkagoun flooded forest
regulates all these activities. Moreover, the exploitation of this forest is regulated: it is
forbidden to grub out branches, to hunt or catch wild animals. On the river, some areas are
protected to let the fish grow (Bora area). It strengthens bird biodiversity and fish resources
with the expectation to improve the livelihood of fish. Cattle breeders’ livelihood is
strengthened with the increase of cattle survival rate and of cattle productions. In this village,
women groups have not benefited from micro-credit with WI support; however, a potential
banking system is in the discussion phase for the whole municipality.
In Kakagnan, the direct beneficiaries of WI project are professional fishers (belonging to
Bozo and Somono ethnicities) who are also supplementary farmers. That explains the
rehabilitation of a fishing pond coming to reinforce the sustainability of fish resources in an
area where there is not a collective field of bourgou (owned by a Dioro belonging to the Peul
ethnicity) around the village so not real possibility for bourgou regeneration. During the
fishery of July 2008, two disappeared fish species were found back into the rehabilitated
pond. Even though there is nothing done to improve the farming situation (equipment, seeds
or formation), as professional farmers (from the Rhimabés ethnicity) are also supplementary
fishers their livelihood would still be improved by WI project. In addition, as the farmer’s
livelihood would be increased their food insecurity is decreased so they would not need to
expand their rice field at the cost of bourgou or flooded forest, which leads to a reinforcement
of fish resources. To make sure that there will not be any food shortage, WI and the men
committee created a cereal bank. This gives a stronger independence towards cereal
production and so discourages the expansion of farming lands over bourgou resources
reinforcing fish habitat and stocks.
In Sévéri, the land and pond are holding by the Rhimabés people earning money from both
farming and fishing activities. In fact, all of their ponds are conserved for fishing due to their
high productivities. Even without having any rights over the fish resource, professional fishers
(belonging to the Bozo ethnicity) have been able to cover their needs in a better way than the
Rhimabés people through their intensive fishing practices. Due to the non-participation of the
Bozo ethnicity in the WI project, the fish wild stock faces strong pressure without any
regulations or monitoring to sustain its resource. In this village, women received a rice husker
as a rural development facility in return for their involvement in the reforestation activity. It
decreases their working time and has build up the association finance.
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Sommaire
Le fleuve du Niger, qui traverse plusieurs pays, vient inonder le Delta Intérieur du
Niger (DIN). Cette plaine inondable est caractérisée par une faible pente (environ 2 cm par
km), ce qui induit qu’une faible variation du niveau de l’eau a un fort impact sur la superficie
inondée ainsi que la période d’inondation. C’est ainsi que les deux évènements extrêmes
(1980-1990 et 1950-1960) ont fait fluctuer l’aire du Delta inondée entre 9 500 et 45 000 km2.
De surcroit, plusieurs constructions hydrauliques telles que les barrages de Sélingué, de
Sotuba et de Markala stockent et relâchent l’eau du fleuve, ainsi que l’Office du Niger qui
détourne l’eau pour irriguer un périmètre cultivé. De plus, environ un million de personnes
habitent dans le DIN et dépendent drastiquement sur sa productivité à travers les trois
principales activités économiques présentes : l’agriculture, l’élevage et la pêche. Ceci induit
que les constructions hydrauliques ont un sérieux impact sur les caractéristiques de
l’inondation en diminuant la superficie de terres fertiles utilisables pour l’agriculture
(production de denrées alimentaires), recouvertes de bourgou (élevage, habitat piscicole et
habitat nourricier des oiseaux aquatiques) ainsi que de forêts inondables (habitat reproductif
piscicole influençant le renouvellement du stock piscicole et habitat de nidification des
oiseaux aquatiques). Le bourgou est une plante utilisée pour nourrir le bétail. Tous les moyens
de subsistance développés par la population villageoise sont négativement modifiés. Ceci
entraine une compétition accrue, avec éclatement de conflits entre les différents acteurs, sur
une surface inondée réduite. Précédemment, la loi de la Dina régulait l’exploitation des
ressources naturelles et attribuait à chaque ethnie l’exploitation d’une des ressources :
seulement les Bozo, les Somono et les Sorko péchaient. Les personnes Peulh, Tamasheq et
Maures se consacraient à l’élevage transhumant. Et finalement, l’agriculture était entre les
mains des Bambara.
Néanmoins, cette distribution traditionnelle a été perturbée par la Grande Sécheresse
(1970-1980) provoquant une rude insécurité alimentaire dans la région. Pour faire face à cette
insécurité, tout d’abord, les communautés locales ont étendu leurs activités économiques
traditionnelles sur une plus grande surface au détriment de l’écosystème et de sa biodiversité.
Par exemple, l’agrandissement de la surface cultivée en riz au niveau de la plaine inondable
ou des étangs réduit la surface de bourgou et de forêt inondable, qui jouent un rôle crucial
dans la préservation des ressources piscicoles et avicoles. L’état de l’écosystème subit des
dégradations limitant l’exploitation de ses services d’approvisionnement dû à des ressources
naturelles indisponibles et non-abondantes. Ceci induisit un cercle vicieux de pauvreté, de
dégradation et d’insécurité. L’état initial n’a pu être récupéré et cet état d’insécurité
alimentaire existe toujours et est aggravé par plusieurs facteurs de changement, tels que la
croissance démographique, la politique nationale et la précipitation irrégulière. La population
locale décida de diversifier ses moyens de subsistance pour faire face à cette situation
précaire. Les agriculteurs à temps complet, originaire des ethnies Malinké et Rhimabés,
devinrent ainsi pêcheurs à temps partiel en appliquant leur droit de pêche au filet à deux bras.
Les pêcheurs à temps complet, descendants des ethnies Bozo et Somono, devinrent
agriculteurs à temps partiel et se mirent à cultiver du riz. Ceci provoqua une rupture
conflictuelle entre les droits traditionnels, basés sur la Dina, et les pratiques modernes
qu’apporta la démocratie. De plus, combiner à la croissance démographique, le nombre de
pêcheurs et d’agriculteurs à temps partiel augmenta, entraînant une pression plus soutenue sur
l’écosystème. D’autres facteurs, venant s’ajouter aux précédents, renforcent les pressions
créées par les activités humaines, à l’instar de la faible productivité en riz qui accroit le besoin
d’étendre la surface cultivée. De plus, certaines pratiques de pêche endommagent l’habitat
écologique et d’autres limitent le renouvellement des espèces piscicoles conduisant à la
ix

surpêche. La combinaison de cheptels transhumants surdimensionnés et de leurs mouvements
incontrôlables dans une zone restreinte provoque également la surexploitation du pâturage du
bourgou et des forêts inondables alentours. Ceci affecte négativement les moyens de
subsistance déployés par les populations villageoises et créée une boucle rétroactive sur les
pressions existantes. La perte de la ressource piscicole cause la réduction de la production
piscicole ainsi que du revenu tiré de cette ressource, entraînant l’appauvrissement et
l’endettement des pêcheurs, les forçant à redoubler leur pression sur une ressource déjà
appauvrie. L’état dégradé du bourgou et de sa superficie limitée conduisent à un faible taux de
survie du cheptel et à une faible production laitière et viandée, diminuant ainsi le revenu tiré
de l’élevage. Le faible rendement en riz induit un manque de denrées alimentaires, renforçant
le besoin d’accroître la surface cultivée au détriment des autres occupations des sols (ex.
bourgou, forêt inondée, étang piscicole). Chaque acteur voit sa situation devenir de plus en
plus incertaine amplifiant l’insécurité alimentaire et les tensions sociales entre chacun. Ces
tensions sociales causent une boucle rétroactive sur la gestion intégrée des ressources
naturelles, intensifiant le cercle vicieux de pauvreté-dégradation-insécurité.
Depuis les années 90, la politique nationale se base sur la réinstallation d’une gestion
communautaire incluant tout un chacun dans le développement rural et dans la gestion des
ressources naturelles. La Dina et son gestionnaire traditionnel sont quelquefois encore
présents et respectés dans les villages, mais sinon ils ont été remplacés par des nouveaux
comités de gestion des ressources naturelles. L’importance écologique du DIN a été reconnue
en 2004 et fut, en conséquence, classé comme site Ramsar. C’est dans ces conditions que
Wetlands International a débuté un projet sur la réduction de la pauvreté et la protection de la
biodiversité dans le DIN. Ce projet se compose de trois volets d’action : des activités de
restauration de l’écosystème pour améliorer son état écologique (régénération du bourgou,
replantation d’Acacia kirkii et réhabilitation d’un étang piscicole), le développement
d’alternatives économiques pour court-circuiter la surexploitation des services
d’approvisionnement de l’écosystème, ainsi que l’établissement d’un mécanisme financier, le
droit à la biodiversité, pour mobiliser les acteurs locaux et les dédommager de leur
participation active dans une activité commune de restauration. Par la suite, des accords
locaux, basés sur les faits traditionnels, intègrent les différents acteurs autour d’une même
table et renforcent la durabilité de la gestion des ressources naturelles. Quatre villages ont été
visités, Guidio, Akka, Kakagnan et Sévéri, et ont été décrits par le DPSIR (Facteurs de
changement, Pressions, État de l’écosystème, Impact et Réponses) pour obtenir une image
globale de leurs situations et se focaliser sur les différents impacts des réponses entreprises
sur l’état d’insécurité alimentaire, sur le bien-être de la communauté ainsi que la biodiversité.
L’impact de ces activités de restauration sur l’amélioration de l’état de l’écosystème est très
probant, surtout au niveau de la régénération du bourgou, qui accroît l’habitat écologique
piscicole et nutritif des oiseaux aquatiques. Cependant, comme les biodiversités piscicoles et
avicoles n’ont pas encore été mesurées, il n’est pas possible de déterminer leurs impacts sur le
seul critère de la biodiversité.
Dans chaque village, les associations des femmes s’impliquent dans la replantation
d’un hectare d’Acacia kirkii, financièrement récompensé par le mécanisme du droit à la
biodiversité. Au cours du projet, ces groupes de femmes reçoivent le droit à la biodiversité
sous forme de microcrédit et d’investissent dans des activités économiques (exception faite du
village d’Akka). Pour le moment, même si plusieurs activités économiques sont promues par
WI, telles que l’aviculture, l’engraissement animal, la production légumière et le business,
seulement les deux dernières propositions ont été observées. L’étape suivante est l’évaluation
du projet pour le cas de reforestation : un certain nombre d’arbres doit être vivants pour
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obtenir le paiement du droit à la biodiversité. Cependant, les gens concernés attendent de
percevoir cette rétribution avant de rechercher différentes possibilités d’utilisation car ils ne
croient pas en cette réalité.
La disponibilité et l’abondance des ressources naturelles sont accrues dans le cas de
certains acteurs.
Dans le cas de Guidio, chaque ethnie se concentre sur son activité traditionnelle : les
Bozos pêchent, les Peulhs élèvent du bétail et les Songhaïs cultivent la terre. Ce sont
principalement les hommes Peulhs qui se sont investis dans le projet. Néanmoins, la
régénération de bourgou effectuée bénéficie aux éleveurs (Peulh) ainsi qu’aux pêcheurs
(Bozo). De plus, pour la culture de riz (Songhaï), un étang (l’étang de Wengo) a été aménagé
et nourrit au moins toute la communauté du village de Guidio. L’aménagement d’un canal est
au stade de discussion dans le but d’y assurer une inondation convenable, mais rien n’a été
pour l’instant effectué, dû à l’ensablement probable du canal. Au niveau des femmes, toutes
les ethnies sont rassemblées pour la reforestation et la production légumière, montrant ainsi le
chemin a effectué pour les hommes pour obtenir une gestion plus durable.
À Akka, tout le monde s’implique, participe et devrait bénéficier directement du projet
de WI. La principale activité de restauration se focalise sur la régénération de bourgou situé
sur un champ appartenant à la collectivité, soutenant les revenus tirés de l’élevage et de la
pêche ainsi que la biodiversité des oiseaux aquatiques. Sur l’autre rive, en face du village, il y
a la forêt inondable Akkagoun, l’une des dernières larges forêts inondables du DIN où une
large population d’oiseaux aquatiques vient s’y nicher. Un accord local réglemente les
activités, telles que la pêche, l’élevage et la coupe de bois, dans cette forêt et aux alentours.
De plus, son exploitation à part entière est réglementée : interdiction de tirer les branches et de
chasser ou de capturer des animaux sauvages. A l’embouchure du lac Débo, quelques zones
sont protégées pour permettre aux poissons de grandir, comme la zone appelée Bora. Ceci
renforce la biodiversité avicole ainsi que la ressource piscicole, avec pour but de voir sa
production s’accroître. Le revenu de l’élevage est aussi consolidé par l’amélioration du taux
de survie du cheptel. Dans ce village, les associations de femmes n’ont pas bénéficié du
microcrédit à travers le support de WI, mais cependant un système banquier est en cours de
pourparler sur tout le territoire communal.
Les principaux bénéficiaires du projet de WI à Kakagnan sont les pêcheurs à temps
complet (des ethnies Bozo et Somono), qui sont aussi agriculteurs à temps partiel. Ceci
explique la réhabilitation d’un étang piscicole consolidant la durabilité de la ressource
piscicole là où il n’y a pas de champ de bourgou communautaire (possédée par un Dioro de
l’ethnie Peulh) autour du village, ne permettant pas la régénération de bourgou. Au cours de
la pêche collective au mois de Juillet 2008, deux espèces de poissons dites disparues ont été
retrouvées dans l’étang aménagé. Même si rien n’est tenté pour améliorer la situation des
agriculteurs dans ce village (ex. approvisionnement de matériel, de semences ou apport de
formations), comme ils sont aussi pêcheurs à temps partiel, leurs revenus seront augmentés
par le projet de WI. Ainsi, leur insécurité alimentaire sera réduite, donc, ils seront moins
prompts à étendre leurs champs de riz au préjudice des ressources de bourgou et/ou des forêts
inondées. Ceci consoliderait la ressource piscicole. Pour assurer complètement la sécurité
alimentaire, WI et le comité de gestion ont crée une banque de céréales. De ce fait, la
communauté devient plus indépendante de la production céréalière locale, ce qui réduit le
risque d’accroître la superficie en riziculture au détriment du bourgou. Cela soutiendrait
encore une fois l’habitat écologique et le stock piscicole.
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A Sévéri, la terre et les étangs sont possédés par la population Rhimabés qui ont établi
leurs moyens de subsistance au niveau de l’agriculture et la pêche. On peut ainsi dire que les
étangs ont même été conservés dans le but de pêcher, surement dû à leurs fortes productivités.
Les pêcheurs à temps complets (de l’ethnie Bozo), n’ayant aucun droit foncier sur les étangs,
arrivent à couvrir leurs besoins financiers d’une meilleure manière que les Rhimabés. Ceci est
surement lié au fait que les Bozo utilisent des pratiques de pêche plus intensives. À cause de
la non-inclusion des Bozo dans le projet de WI, le stock piscicole du fleuve est sous forte
pression sans qu’aucune mesure de prise en charge ne soit effectuée pour maintenir la
ressource durable. Dans ce village, l’association des femmes a reçu une décortiqueuse à riz
comme un outil de développement rural, en retour de leur implication et participation dans la
reforestation d’Acacia kirkii. Ceci diminue leur temps de travail et, grâce à diverses
formations, leurs finances ont été boostées.
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Introduction
Due to the stagnant agricultural production, worsening with the population growth and the
variability of the climate, the main strategies of rural communities to sustain their livelihood
is the overexploitation of their ecosystem. The provisioning services are often the first one
overexploited because of its direct use by the people: food, water, fuel, fibres, etc. This causes
the degradation of the ecosystem and of its biodiversity. A new consensus integrating
livelihood and needs of local people with the management of resources and biodiversity
conservation has been formulated. In the debate of biodiversity conservation, the current
approach includes local communities as an active actor in the ecosystem rehabilitation and
protection. To get these communities involved in the activities and to thank them for their
work a new financial tool, called Bio-rights mechanism, is provided working as a micro-credit
until the assessment of the project and then transforming to a payment (if successful). This
Bio-rights mechanism is related to the existing Payment for Environmental Services (PES)
concept but integrates a financial compensation for the involvement of local communities in
restoration and capacity building activities to conserve biodiversity (Eijk van, 2007). To
describe the different ecosystems present in the study area two concepts are used as it is often
mentioned in other researches (MA, 2005; Wood & van Halsema, 2007). On one hand, the
ecosystem is described through its services (provisioning, regulating, cultural and supporting),
which are used or valued by humans to sustain their life. On the other hand, the concept of
biodiversity is used to characterize the state of the ecosystem due to its importance in the
reliability and responses of ecosystem services.
In the Inner Delta on the Niger River, the ecosystem is composed by a permanent river,
seasonal floodplains, forested wetlands and permanent or temporal lakes. Several ecosystem
services are provided through these different elements (Wood & van Halsema, 2007):
- River provides provisioning services as fresh water and food mainly; regulating
services as hydrological regimes and pollution control; all cultural services:
spiritual recreational, aesthetic and educational; and supporting services as soil
formation and nutrient cycling.
- Forested wetlands provide provisioning services as food and fibres, regulating
service as climate regulation; and supporting services as soil formation and
nutrient cycling.
- Floodplain with lakes provide provisioning services as food and fresh water;
regulating services to natural hazards; and supporting services as nutrient cycling.
Nevertheless, this research focuses only on provisioning services at the community scale
because its (over)-exploitation is the main determining factor of the ecosystem degradation.
Furthermore, the community level is the best scale to reflect on the land uses of a territory and
the easiest way for local social mobilizing. That is also a reason to have the rehabilitating
activities supported by WI at this scale.
This deltaic region, the Inner Niger Delta, is the third biggest floodplain in Africa and
inhabited by almost one million people depending almost entirely on its productivity through
three main activities: farming, fishing and cattle breeding. Due to past-impact-loop caused by
the Grande Sécheresse –the great drought- (1970-1980) a strong food insecurity occurred in
the region. This situation is still present due to other currents drivers: population growth,
policies and irregular precipitation, which have exacerbated the food insecurity. Besides, it is
recognized through the world the importance of this delta in the waterbird migration and
African birds. The combination of a high population density (human and cattle), a food
2

insecurity, a river-dependent economy and a high biodiversity makes the management of the
IND complex. It is challenging to find an integrated resource management combining
livelihood and biodiversity needs, to find a socio-economic development suitable and
sustainable for the local communities and their livelihood strategies and to reach an improved
well-being as well as an improved biodiversity, fish and birds especially. It is in this
perspective that WI has developed a Poverty Reduction project in the IND, Mopti region. This
report does not assess the socio-economic impacts of the WI project on the local communities
that are involved; some of the rehabilitating measures would take many years before affecting
their current situations. This report gives an overview of the situation at the community level
(DPSIR framework) and expresses how the project integrates livelihood and nature needs
together in the perspective of poverty reduction and biodiversity improvement.

The first chapter describes this research to let the reader understand its importance for the
local communities living in the IND, first and direct beneficiaries of the project, as well as the
international community, which is considered as supplementary beneficiary through the
biodiversity conservation (gene store, climate regulation, etc). Then, the second chapter
depicts the Inner Niger Delta and its function as a lifeline for local communities through its
flood characteristics providing provisioning services exploitable and vital to sustain their life.
It concludes with a discussion about the combination of the current situation and the activities
that are done at a community level (describes through DPSIR framework) to end up with a
more “profitable” situation for both human and biodiversity. Finally, the third chapter
analyzes the results obtained by the field research and makes some conclusions about the
project impacts for local communities in the case of the IND.
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Chapter 1

Diving into the research

The objective of this chapter is to provide information on the research. It presents the problem
occurring in the studied area, then, how this research will interfere with it. Finally, the reader
is introduced to the different concepts used in this research.
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1.1 Problem statement
The economy in the Inner Niger Delta depends directly on the floods of the Niger as all
livelihood activities centre around the its inundated area, its water depth and its flood time.
The local communities have traditionally developed three main income-generating activities:
cattle breeding, farming and fishing to exploit the natural resources. These activities are in
competition with each other when they exploit the same water resource in the same space (a
pond could be used for fish production, for recession cropping or for its bourgou vegetation
(grass used as a cattle feed) but recession cropping and bourgou are not compatible).
Furthermore, the exploitation surpasses the capacity of the ecosystem and that has caused the
degradation of its services. Restoration activities have been introduced by Wetlands
International with effective participation of communities to rehabilitate the state of the
ecosystem and protect the biodiversity. Moreover, the bio-right mechanism considered as a
financial tool to develop sustainable income-generating alternatives (trade, cattle fattening,
poultry, gardening, etc) and decrease the pressure on the ecosystem. Nevertheless, it is
unknown what will be the new situation on the community and on the ecosystem state after
the combined project of restoration-local development activities and Bio-rights mechanism
has been implemented.

1.2 Objectives
The challenge is to find a way to develop human capital (socio-economically, culturally)
while at the same time to preserve natural capital and sustain it for the future generations.
The main objectives of Wetlands International program are:
- to get an insight in the relation between poverty and environment to develop
effective integrated water resource management with a poverty alleviation effect;
- to provide scientific data to support decision making and policy development in
the perspective of maintaining rural development and sustaining the environment.
The main goal of this research is to check if the introduction concerning the Bio-rights
mechanism, supporting the restoration activities and the development of income-generating
activities, will really lead to rebalance the ecosystem services to get rid the local population of
poverty.

1.3 Research question and hypotheses
1.3.1 Research question and sub-questions

How can we obtain the improvement of biodiversity with the combination of exploiting
provisioning services and Bio-rights compensation? What would be the effects on the
local communities’ strategies and livelihoods?
On the current situation (DPSIR analysis):
What are the drivers influencing on the system?
How do local communities exploit the provisioning services of the ecosystem?
What is the current state of the environment?
What are the impacts on the livelihood of the local communities and on their strategies?
What are the responses implemented by the local communities and through the WI project?
6

On these responses:
Do the responses affect the livelihood of beneficiaries positively and effectively?
How can the responses keep the pressures within the limits of the ecosystem capacity, without
influencing its services negatively?
What is the room of the responses to improve the state of the ecosystem?
Who would be the direct and indirect beneficiaries of the program? Would people or groups
be non-beneficiaries (uncaught or excluded)? Who are they?

1.3.2 Hypotheses
H1: restoration activities will improve the state of the ecosystem effectively.
H2: resources’ availability and reliability will increase for local communities.
H3: exploitation of provisioning services can go hand in hand with the improvement of
biodiversity.
H4: water users’ livelihood will be at least maintained, if not improved.
H5: community well-being will be increased.
H6: food security at local communities scale will be increased.

1.4 Conceptual framework
1.4.1 Ecosystem services
An ecosystem provides services contributing to human well-being and to their livelihoods
(MA, 2005). The first, most visible service is to provide food, fresh water and materials for
the local population. These services are really important for poor people in low-income
countries due to their high dependence on their surroundings for their food security, materials
for construction and disease control. Besides, an ecosystem provides other services, with
regulating issues (hydrological flow regulation, water purification, erosion regulation and
natural hazard regulation), cultural meaning (religion, education, beauty and tourism) or
supporting services (soil formation and nutrient cycling) (MA, 2005). By considering all of
these benefits, we can conclude that an ecosystem is interesting for the local community but
also for the regional or national population (flood regulation) and for the global population
(climate regulation, genetic reservoir for breeding) through its valuable services. However,
the weak point of the ecosystem is its high sensitivity to change, human activity is one of its
most important drivers of degradation and of loss. Ecosystems have been deteriorated,
indirectly by population growth and economic development, and directly by conversion and
use of the land and overexploitation of natural resources (MA, 2005). Biodiversity is not seen
as an ecosystem service but as an internal and vital component of the ecosystem that enables
it to provide its services. The concept of biodiversity is used here for a twofold reason: to
characterize the state of the ecosystem: the higher the biodiversity level, the better the
ecosystem state is considered; and because it is the main ecological goal of Wetlands
International project. By restoring the ecosystem, it is expected that its services, mainly
considered at the local scale in this research, such as provisioning services, will be improved
and lead to a better reliability for local users. Furthermore, it is expected that the products
obtained from these services (such as food) will also become more readily available for the
sustenance of rural life. Thus, to integrate the combination of public well-being and economic
development needs with the biodiversity requirement to sustain the ecosystem, the concept of
IWRM is the most appropriate.
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1.4.2 Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM)
In the case of IND, water brings during the flood is mainly exploited for providing food.
Drinking water is obtained by community holes. Thus, IWRM should combine the interests,
needs and perspectives in short and long term of the water-dependent actors as farmers,
fishers, cattle breeders and the biodiversity (c.f. Figure 1). This leads to the coordination of
management and development of land, water and others relative resources taking into
consideration all socio-economic issues and benefits without compromising the ecosystem
sustainability (UNESCO-WWAP, 2006).

Source: Global Water Partnership
Figure 1: IWRM and its relations to sub-sectors

Furthermore, as the Figure 2 shows, different activities at different levels can be taken to
increase the integration of water resource management and to ensure the sustainability of the
resource for the present and future users. In this research, the level of activities’
implementation is only community-based: capacity building (social equity), Bio-rights
mechanism and rural development actions (economy efficiency) and restoration activities
(ecological sustainability) are combined to implement an integrated resource management
bounded to its territory.

Source: Global Water Partnership

Figure 2: General framework for implementing an IWRM on a water body

1.4.3 Livelihood
A livelihood comprises the capabilities, assets and activities required for a means of living. It
is considered sustainable when the livelihood can cope with and recover from stresses and
shocks and maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets both now and in the future, while
not undermining the natural resource base’ (DFID). When a livelihood becomes sustainable,
the vulnerability and the poverty of people decrease. The rural livelihood depends on the
ability of people at different levels: at individual households, groups, and communities to
negotiate among themselves, others, and with the markets (Valdivia and Gilles, 2001).
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1.4.4 Bio-rights concept
The concept of Bio-rights has been created to empower the local population living in
conservations with natural bio-resources with a high biodiversity recognition or potential.
Environmental protection was mainly supported by organizations from developed countries
without taking into account that at a local level people were trying to sustain their livelihoods.
In fact, in the past, NGOs were more willing to expulse local communities from their land
than to include them in their conservation projects. This new concept recognizes the need to
include these communities in the management of the natural resources to give them the
possibility to get an income, and strengthen local involvement in the environmental
protection.
‘Bio-rights is an innovative financing mechanism which provides micro-credits for
sustainable development to poor communities in return for their active involvement in the
protection of the natural environment’ (www.Bio-rights.org).
In the case of Mali, Wetlands International has introduced bio-rights to local socioprofessional groups as a micro-credit until the project is assessed on the criteria of resources
management and biodiversity conversation (Wetlands International, 2006). In the agreement
between WI and the community associations implementing the ecological restoration, the
financial compensation is obtained only if the restoration is successful (more than 75%). If it
is a failure, less than 25% of success, this fund is deleted. Between those two cases, a
proportional part of the initial fund (25% or 50%) will be distributed.

1.4.5 DPSIR framework
The DPSIR framework (c.f. Figure 3) is a tool where qualitative information are arranged in a
way to get an image from the state of the environment. This framework assumes cause-effect
relationships between the different components starting from the deep origins of the problem
called Driving forces that stress the environment through human activities, called the
Pressures, which affect the State of the ecosystem, which induce Impacts on the livelihood
strategies. Finally, some Responses, already taken or should be taken by the society to rebalance the system, are included in the framework. These responses should affect the others
components and should modify the situation positively to cut the vicious spiral of povertydegradation-insecurity.
In this case, the state of the ecosystem is described through the biodiversity component of the
ecosystem. As the section 1.4.1 explained it, the biodiversity is an internal and vital
component of the ecosystem that enables it to provide its services (provisioning, regulating,
cultural and supporting). That is why, by improving the state of the ecosystem it is expecting
that the local communities will benefit from more reliable and available ecosystem services.
For example, higher productions should be obtained by exploiting the provisioning services
with a longer sustainability by rehabilitating the supporting services, like maintaining the soil
fertility).
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Figure 3: DPSIR framework for State of Environment reporting (Delphine Digout, UNEP/GRID-Arendal)
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1.5 Methodology
1.5.1 Research design
A survey was conducted to gather information to understand the current situation, to identify
relevant Pressures/States/Impacts, to find out where there is room for Bio-rights to bring
changes and to determine how these changes will transform the current situation to a new
situation with new pressures, new states and new impacts.
The support of a Malian interpreter, speaking Bambara-Peul-Bozo and French greatly
simplified the visit of remote areas and local communities. In each visited community, one
competent person played the role of interpreter.

1.5.2 Methods
1.5.2.1 Secondary data reviews
Secondary data was obtained through literature, researching relevant scientific articles written
by institutions or researchers on the different used concepts, similar projects and guidelines to
line the description of the situation (DPSIR framework) to the common approach used in
agriculture-wetlands interactions researches.
1.5.2.2 Primary data collection
A collection of data should be obtained to answer to the research question through the subquestions. Several steps are described, the ones used as the work plan of the research time.
Step 1- Characterisation of the current situation at community level: make the DPSIR
(Driving forces, Pressure, State, Impact and Responses) analysis
Step 2 – Introducing the responses of WI project and see their expected impacts on the DPSI
factors
Step 3 – Determination of to whom the rebalance of exploitation-conservation should provide
the highest benefits
Step 4 – Finalizing with recommendations on the “best” scenario(s) leading to a rebalance of
biodiversity conservation and sustainable exploitation of provisioning services.
The Annex 10Annex 1 and the Annex 11 present the indicators used in all villages with the
list of interviewees respectively.
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Chapter 2

Characteristics of the Inner Niger Delta

This second chapter provides information and background on the studied area and allows the
reader travel to the Inner Niger Delta. It starts with a description of the flood, the main fresh
water sources for human activities and biodiversity, which is the main factor in this riverdependent economy. It will become very clear that the land uses developed by the local
communities are formed by the flood regime and its three phases: recession, low tide and
flood to optimize the exploitation of the provisioning services of the ecosystem. In the past,
the Dina law distributed rights over the natural resources but due to several factors, human
and natural, some disturbances occurred. Then, with the recognition of the ecological value of
the IND for water birds, through its classification as a Ramsar site, new policies started to be
applied. The decentralization process took place two decades ago and started to include the
local communities into natural resources management as well as into biodiversity
conservation. Wetlands International has implemented a program within the IND to reduce
poverty in combination with biodiversity conservation.
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2.1 Factors influencing on its flood regime
The Niger River has two sources, one in Guinea and the other one in Cote d’Ivoire, the river
crosses Mali, Niger and Nigeria before flowing in the Atlantic Ocean. The watershed of the
Niger River also covers Algeria, Burkina-Faso, Benin, Chad and Cameroon (c.f. Figure 4).

Figure 4: Niger River watershed (red boundary) from Guinea/Cote d’Ivoire to Nigeria (Zwarts et al.,
2005)

On a stretch of 400 km, from Djenné (Ké-Macina) to Timbuktu, the Niger has formed a
seasonal and river-fed floodplain (Inner Niger Delta, IND) caused by the jointure with its
main affluent, the Bani, (Zwarts & Diallo, 2002) and a smoother slope (only 2 cm per km)
than in the upstream part of the Niger. The averaged width of the IND is about 90 km.
This Delta is characterized by a Sudanese-Sahelian climate with an annual precipitation of
about 250 mm to 500 mm (c.f. Figure 5). The Sahelian climate strongly affects the left side of
the Niger by inducing a high evaporation during the receding phase of flood (Zwarts &
Diallo, 2005). Rainfall occurs only in the period of June–September when the river floods the
plain and fills temporary lakes. The rest of the year is characterized by dry weather with a hot
season between February–May when the harmattan wind blows from the Sahara and dries the
atmosphere (Encyclopedia of the Nations).

Figure 5: Annual precipitation distribution in the "Haut Niger" watershed (Source: Quensière et al., 1994
in Zwarts et al., 2005)
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Linked to this precipitation characteristics, the hydraulic cycle starts on the 1st of May and
finishes on the 30th of April of the next year (Zwarts & Diallo, 2002) (c.f. Figure 6).
During the low tide (May-June), we can see a
concentration of fishes and birds in the lingered
wetlands areas and a degradation and mineralization
of dung and remained biomass.

During the flood season (July to November), there
are plantations of bourgou, rice and growth of
cereals; fish littering and growth of youth?; mollusc?
settlement; arrival of water birds; harvest of a part of
the bourgou.
Upon the receding phase (December to April) the
fishing activity starts immediately; cattle is grazed in
the bourgoubourgou field-; and migrating water
birds settle temporally. At the end of this phase, the
fishing activity reaches its peak with the intensive
harvesting of concentrated fishes stocks in the
remaining water bodies.
Figure 6: Three phases in the hydraulic regime of the Niger River: low tide, flood and receding phase
(Zwarts et al., 2005)

Due to the smooth slope, a small variation of water depth has a big impact on the inundated
area and the time of flood. The inundated area in the Delta fluctuates between 9,500 and
45,000 km2; data obtained for 1984 and 1957 respectively, with a water depth from 4.5 m to 7
m. These two extremes coincide with, in that order, limited precipitations (1980-1990) and
abundant local rains (1950-1960). Nevertheless, most years the inundated area is around
30,000 – 40,000 km2 (Zwarts & Diallo, 2002) (c.f. Figure 7).

Lac Débo

Figure 7: Inundated area (light grey)
and permanent lakes (dark grey) in the
Inner Niger Delta (scale 1/5,000,000)
(Source: IGN, 1956)
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Several human infrastructures situated upstream of the IND modify its flood regime. Several
existing dams (Selingué, Sotuba and Markala) store and release water throughout the year. It
influences two factors of the flood: the water depth as well as the inundated time. Moreover,
four new dams - three situated upstream of IND - are in the investigation phase (Talo, Fomi,
Djenné and Tossaye) (c.f. Figure 8).

Figure 8: The "Haut Niger" watershed with the three existing
dams and the four potential new dams (red points) (Source:
Zwarts et al., 2005)

Besides, the Office du Niger diverts water for
irrigation before it enters into the IND.

These infrastructures have a significant impact on the downstream discharge during the low
floods because their water deductions represent a higher percentage of the river discharge than
in normal years (Zwarts et al., 2005). However, it is currently believed that only 0.2 % of the
total potential water resources (including surface and groundwater resources) is used for
…(UNESCO-WWAP, 2006). Based on previous researches of WI with the help of the
RIBASIM model it revealed that the water depth in the IND is reduced by 5-10 cm due to the
water diversion from the Office du Niger and an extra 15 cm is lost due to the management of
the Selingué’s reservoir. Furthermore, if the Fomi dam is built an extra water depth of 45 cm
might be lost (Zwarts, Cissé & Diallo, 2005). That means the inundated area is decreased by
600 km2 due to the Selingué’s reservoir, an estimated amount of 300 km2 by the Office du
Niger and potentially of 2,000 km2 by the Fomi dam.
Another aspect of the IND is that the flooded areas are concentrated in the southern part of the
IND (Mopti region). When the water-depth is around 317-343 cm (on the scale at Akka), 84%
of the floodplain is situated in the Mopti region. When this water depth increases to 429-511
cm, 80% of the floodplain is still in Mopti region (Zwarts & Grigoras, 2005). These
characteristics have an impact on the population distribution inside of the Inner Niger Delta.

2.2 Population and hierarchy characteristics
The majority of the national population lives in rural areas with a high economic dependence
on agricultural production: 80% of the population works in agro-pastoral activities
(UNESCO-WWAP, 2006). The Inner Niger Delta is home for about one million inhabitants
(≈ 900,000, 2005) developing three main activities: fisheries, cattle breeding and farming. In
1998, a survey fixed the poverty rate at 76.2% for Mopti region (communication from
DRPSIAP). To underscore the problems that are faced in the IND: the northern part of IND
saw its population decrease and, in the southern part it has stayed stable or increased of
1%/year. In comparison, the national population growth was up to 2.4% per year for the last
35 years, (Zwarts & Kone, 2005).
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Due to historical principles, as prescribed in the Dina law (c.f. section 2.4), the use of natural
resources is linked to the ethnicity of people: fishery is mainly done by persons belonging to
the Bozo, the Somono and the Sorko. Migrant herding is mostly reserved for the Peul, the
Tamasheq and the Maure. Farming was in the hand of the Bambara. Nowadays, after the
Grande Sécheresse (1970-1980), farming has become an additional activity for herders as the
Peul, the Rhimaïbé and the Bella and for fishers as the Bozo, the Somono and the Sorko
(Kone, Wymenga & Diallo, 2002). Rhimaïbés people were, before the democracy was
established in Mali, considered as the slaves of the Peul. They were working in settled
villages to cultivate crops on the account of the Peul who were migrating with their cattle
along the flood plains. In addition, they had to give a part of their productions to their
“owners”. Nowadays, each ethnicity keeps its own traditional activity but there is not any
slavery relation between them. Due to the flood regime and the important seasonal and annual
variations of the precipitation, a part of the population migrates along the inundated areas in
the IND to benefit fully from its produces.
For each natural resource a person from a specific ethnic is recognized as its customary
master or effective manager: a Bozo is the “Maître de l’eau” (Water Master) and a Bambara
is the “Maître de la terre” (Land Master). In fact, each one of them controls the same area but
at different moments of the year related to the flood regime: flooding phase and receding
phase respectively. Each one can request a tax, in cash or pay in kind, to allow a foreigner or a
migrant fisher/herder/farmer to use his resource following the receding flood (Kone et al.,
2002). A Peul, from the oldest family of the village is considered as the Dioro and controls
the entrance on the pasture lands and the exploitation of its bourgou (cattle feed). Nowadays,
an annual meeting under the Mopti Governor decides the calendar of transhumance in the
different parts of the IND to limit the foraging of cattle on rice fields. Besides, per village or
community there is a chieftain (called Amiri) subordinated by his advisors who deal with the
community’s affairs and play an important role as peacekeepers. The villages present in the
delta can be divided into three categories (Kone, 2002). In some cases, a Dioro manages the
natural resources and pastures and plays the role of Amiri as well. In other cases, the Amiri
and his advisors are managing the water and agricultural lands and a Dioro manages only the
pastures. Finally, some villages have not got any responsibility on their own territory but are
under the control of another village (Kone, 2002).
It is important to consider and understand these factors to deal with the right person(s) at the
community level, the ones who have recognition and power over the community to make the
activities working. Due to the decentralisation, the mayor is the main intermediary between
Wetlands International and the involved local communities (socio-professional groups as
women group, youth group, men group…) which would implement the restoration activities
and benefit from the Bio-rights mechanism. The Bio-rights agreement is signed between all
involved actors (WI, micro-credit organizations, village boards and associations) before the
starting phase of the restoration project (c.f. Annex 12). In this research I visited four villages
distributed in two municipalities involved in WI project situated in the Mopti region: Guidio,
Akka, Kakagnan-Bozo and Sévéri-Ouro.
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2.3 Wild life and land uses
2.3.1 Water birds
Water birds give the IND ecological value due to their intensive populations during the
flooding and receding phases. The IND plays an important role in the nesting and resting
activities of migrants water birds and Afro-tropical species. During the low tide or receding
phase, water birds are concentrated around wetlands where the mollusc (edge of the Débo
complex, c.f. Figure 7) and fishes are concentrated and easily accessible for them. However
this high concentration of fish and birds also attracts humans who come there for fishing and
catching birds. However, due to the intensive deforestation of flooded forests (Acacia kirkii)
for growing rice during low flood period, nesting and resting areas for birds are only a few
which induces a high degree of importance in the sustainability of the bird population within
the IND for the coming generations. Not only flooded forests are important for water birds but
also the bourgou from where they wait for fishing.
The most common water birds are the cattle egret (Bubulus ibis) which can eat comfortably
until a water depth of 40 cm and African cormorant (Phalacrocorax africanus) which has also
a preference for shallow water depth but can eat from any water depth (Beintema et al., 2007).
Depending on water depth, three situations are offered to water birds:
- flood with a shallow water depth smaller than 40cm is beneficial only for cattle
egret;
- flood with only deep water depth is beneficial only for African cormorant;
- and, flood with various water depths would lead to the highest diversity of water
birds by proposing a large range of situations.
Flood affects two factors influencing the future of the population (1) the starting date of
nesting and the reproduction itself: if water birds think that giving birth is too risky they
would not procreate and (2) the nourishment of youth through the degree of food availability
(fish, mollusc, insects).

2.3.2 Mammals
Due to the intensive exploitation of the IND and its natural resources, water and especially
land through the conversion of land to farming land and the grazing of millions of cattle, the
wild mammals as elephants, lions, hyena, hippopotamus, gazelle, lamantee have almost
disappeared. It is said that during low flood, the ecological values (birds, fish, mollusc, reptile
and mammal) of the IND are threatened.

2.3.3 Fish
Fish resources depend largely on the flood level of the previous year: a low flood creates high
concentrations of fishes in a narrow place and increase the competition between them (rising
of mortality rate, reduction of birth rate). Moreover, in the case of the Niger river other factors
affect it negatively. The presence of infrastructures on the Niger river limits the longitudinal
migration of fish and affects the renewal of species (Konaté, 2007). Flooded forest, pond and
bourgoutière have a high ecological importance as they are used for reproduction, growth and
resting respectively.
For the last 27 years, the fish production has not changed: the biological production of fish
has reached its limit (Kodio et al., 2002; Zwarts & Diallo, 2005). The fisheries within the IND
represent 40,000 to 120,000 tons per year, around 80% of the national fresh fish production
(Jérôme et al., 2007). Fish are used a lot by the Bozo/Somono ethnics, as it is their first
protein source and marketable product. At least for the region of Mopti fish is present in the
diet of the population: around 10kg/year/inhabitant is eaten (Konaté, 2007) which confers a
large economic perspective from the rehabilitation of fishing pond. Furthermore, through the
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commercialisation process of fish and considering fishers, workers (ratio of 1:1 with fishers)
and secondary beneficiaries (ratio of 1:2 with fisher), around 500,000 persons have their
livelihoods depending on fisheries (Jérôme et al., 2007).
Fisheries are done by two methods:
- collectively during only one or two days in a year but with separate days and
different manners for Rhimabés/Malinké and Bozo/Somono. This fishery is mainly
done in ponds, the products are sold individually and directly on the bench;
- and, individually in the river is allowed during the whole year and done from a
pirogue or by feet with a net, a line or some compartments.
For example, at Kakagnan, during the flood, supplementary and mainly professional fishers
fish in the river with the use of fishnet, fishhook or trap/obstruction. Then, during the receding
phase, collective river fisheries start and are strongly regulated by the Water Master applying
the tradition. The Bozo fishers initiate the fishing season starting by fishing with the big-net
with long stick (called Tangamou) and then with the two-arm-net (called Tiomé). Secondly, it
is the turn of the Rhimabés to fish collectively for a week with the two-arm-net. Finally, the
Somono fishers enter into the water and fish with their big-net (called Ségou Bourow). The
same practices are used during the fisheries in pond with still the differential of ethnicity.
Besides, several fishing practices exist with different impacts on the fish resources, they will
be presented later on. The Annex 13 gives an overview on them.
Due to the flood regime, fisheries start in November-February, depending on the receding
advance, and become intensive from March to June when fishes are immobilized by the low
tide (c.f. Annex 1). It is said that they fish around three-quarter of the total fish biomass but a
good flood will reconstitute the stock completely (Jérôme et al., 2007). The Annex 2 gives an
overview over the most important fish species present in the IND.

2.3.4 Vegetation and cattle breeding
During the receding phase, about 2 millions of bovine and 4 millions of small ruminants (goat
and sheep) graze in the IND coming from Mali but also from neighbouring countries. It
represents about 20% of the national herd concentrated over only 1.5% of the national
territory (data from 1980, Jérôme et al., 2007). As herders live mainly in the savannah and
desert areas they have to move with their stock to find pastures and water through the seasons
(Desmukh, 1986 in Goosen & Kone, 2005). This activity is called seasonal transhumance:
herders wait on the border of the floodplain (e.g. Koro, Bandiagara, and Bankass) during the
rainy season and move into the IND, so-called dégal, when the water starts to retreat (c.f.
Figure 9). This transhumance is applicable only for meat cattle, the so-called bendi, or dairy
cattle, stays the whole year around the village to provide an income source to the Peul
families. Their average production is around 0.7 l/cow/day and never above 3 l/cow/day
(based on data from 1991, Livestock Regional Department).
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Figure 9: Transhumance trails of bovine and small ruminants in the southern part of the IND during the
receding phase (Source: De Leeuw & Milligan, 1983 in Goosen & Kone, 2005)

During the receding phase (from December to May), the inundated areas recedes, with an
average speed of 3-5 cm of water depth loss/day, and their vegetations become accessible for
the cattle (Zwarts, Grigoras & Hanganu, 2005). Cattle herds move back to the IND, it may be
a period of struggle if rice has not been harvested yet (c.f. Annex 1).
When cattle pasture in the dried floodplain, the aquatic plants as wild rice, floating rice,
didéré and bourgou (Echinocholoa stagnina) are the main fodder. A so-called bourgoutière is
a mix of those two last grasses. The bourgou grows where the water depth is higher than 3m
(central part of the IND) and the didéré, the wild rice and the cultivated rice grow where the
water depth is about 2m (southern-western part). It seems that the optimal habitat of the
bourgou is situated where the water depth is around 4-5m and this ecologic habitat increases
or decreases with the flood level: a low flood will decrease its ideal habitat to a few places.
The bourgou is sensitive to sudden changes of the flood level: two years are necessary for the
bourgou to find back its optimal growing area. During the flooding phase (July-September)
the bourgou biomass grows up to 20-30 tons of dry matter/ha, however, only 5 tons of leaves
and straws are accessible at the surface of the water (Zwarts, Grigoras & Hanganu, 2005).
Herders harvest this biomass to feed their bendi cattle. Some advices for exploiting the
bourgou have been presented by M. Kadio (1994) He explains that it is necessary to wait for
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the seed maturation1 (in September-November) before harvesting it as well as cutting the stem
and leaves. For mowing the stem and leaves, two periods are possible: during the flooding
phase by boat or during the receding phase when the water depth is only about 0.50 cm. It is
always required to cut only one or two nodes above the water surface to maintain the
development of the plant. When the receding phase is further advanced, to a water depth less
than 0.25 cm, it is possible to let cattle enter in the bourgou field for grazing. Nevertheless, at
the first rains, one or two months before the rainy season, it is necessary to move back the
cattle, out of the bourgoutière. The bourgou’s shoots, due to its nutritive aspect, are
excessively exploited during the dry season.
In conclusion, two factors strongly influence bourgou utilisation in cattle feeding: low floods
decrease the size of the bourgou optimal habitat and overgrazing diminished its capacity of
charge for the next season. The seed of the bourgou is also harvested for a threefold reason:
for human consumption; for market purpose and for regeneration of bourgou by sowing. For
this last purpose (Kadio, 1994), it is necessary that the site gets at least 1.5m water depth for
two months and its soil is not sandy. Additionally, before sowing or planting it is preferable to
clean it and to plough the land for facilitating the action to increase the water retention of the
soil and to facilitate the raising. Sowing should be done just before start the flood: mid-June
to end of July. Two methods are proposed: throwing the seed in the air or putting it in holes,
with a spacing of 60-70cm. This last method requires more work but protect the seed from
predators. Planting may be done at three different times of the year: before or during the flood
or during the receding phase. The main constraint for the first option is to find young plants.
As for the last option, cattle are coming back from transhumance for grazing so they would
damage the plants if there is no fence around the area.

2.3.5 Rice production
In this region of West-Africa, a specific rice is produced: Oryza glaberrima, or so-called
“floating rice”. Its production has the characteristic to be highly depended on the flood level
and especially the length of flood: three month of flood is necessary for the rice to grow well
(c.f. Annex 1). It is the most important factor in its yield. Another one is the water depth: even
if it is said that this “floating rice” can have a stem of 5 m length the water depth should not
be more than 2m. The cultivation of this floating rice is still traditional, in the so-called
method of “recession farming”. This characteristic induces a direct land competition with one
cattle fodder crop: the didéré. When the factors are optimal, the rice production in the IND is
around 1,000 kg of seed/ha (Zwarts & Kone, 2005). During low flood, only a few areas are
effective for rice production: with low altitude. This factor induces a concentration of rice in a
small area. Flooded forests were cut down to expand this area. Furthermore, the bourgou is
also growing in inundated areas, accepting deeper water level, which induces the conflict
between rice and herding activity. It is said that when the water depth at Akka is 580 cm, the
optimal area for growing rice is around 4,300 km2 in the IND. This area decreases up to 800
km2 when the water depth at Akka is only 360 cm. Nevertheless, the rice production, yields in
non-irrigated area in IND, is not negligible: from 40,000 t to 200,000 t/year. The precipitation
also has an influence on the yield of cereals: when it is less than 400 mm/year the productions
of rice, mil and sorghum decreases considerably especially in the dry part of the IND.
The Paddy rice is cultivated in an irrigating perimeter, mainly around cities, where the water
depth is constant. It has a yield of around 2,000 kg of seed/ha. Nevertheless, as there are not
any arrangements made within the farmer’s communities, the production of Paddy rice is not
possible in the floodplain.
1

A seed is matured when its colour changes from green to brownish.
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2.3.6 Flooded forests
Mainly composed with Acacia kirkii alone or in mix with Ziziphus sp. flooded forests have an
important place in the life of the IND for local communities as well as the sustainability of the
biodiversity.
Flooded forests have a social and economic importance for local communities and especially
for poor people: during previous wars they played a role in the protection of the people.
Moreover, with the water birds nesting they can get proteins (eggs, young birds) and the bird
dung fertilize the soil under the forest where fishes will come during the flooding phase for
reproducing. Additionally, in the surroundings of flooded forests farmers can cultivate
without adding any nitrogen input. The wood is used for cooking or smoking fish and cattle
can be fed by the vegetation or rest in the shadow (Beintema et al., 2007). The main bird of
this ecosystem is the cattle-egret (Bubulcus ibis) would help for controlling locusts in farming
system. Nevertheless, seedeater water birds (e.g. Mange-mil) can be seen as a plague for
farmers by damaging their crops.
During the Grande Sécheresse many communities cleared their flooded forests to cultivate
rice which in fact gave only bad yields and they regretted their actions when the normal flood
came back. Furthermore, the overgrazing of cattle, bad management of natural resources
(conflict Dina & state controls) and human pressure degraded the remained flooded forests to
a few.
Nowadays and helped by the restoration program of IUCN and WI, two flooded forests,
Dentaka and Akkagoun, have seen their area grow and their water birds settlements come
back: for Dentaka around 60,000 couples of water birds belonging to at least 12 different
species were counted. Akkagoun, which was only 7ha of flooded forest in 1984, grew up to
47ha in 1991 and in 1999 it was measured at 147ha (IUCN data, Beintema et al., 2007).
Furthermore, several villages sat around the table together with the Water and Forest
Department and environmental organizations (IUCN, WI, AmbroSahel…) to create an
integrated management of flooded forests based on local conventions between all actors and
to implement a monitoring and management committee.
The restoration of flooded forests done with WI is
supported by the Bio-rights mechanism to help local
communities to replant Acacia kirkii and caring
them (c.f. Figure 10).

Figure 10: Reforestation activity - young plant of Acacia
kirkii
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To conclude this chapter, I would like to highlight the important link between the natural
resources present in the IND and their exploitations by the local communities (c.f. Figure 11).
Traditionally these natural resources were allocated based on the Dina law (next section), and
are the key to understand the next chapter focusing on the state of the environment.
Rice vs. bourgou
Cattle breeding

Other crop
productions

Farming pond vs.
fishing pond
Bird feeding area
Fish growing area

Rice cultivation

Rice vs.
flooded forest

Small ruminant
feeding

Fish resting area

Fish reproducing area
Fish growing area

Bird nesting area

Bird feeding area
Production cycle

Cattle
breeding
cycle

Competition between uses

Figure 11: Relations between the natural resources and their production cycles
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2.4 History of the Integrated Water Resources Management
In fact the management of natural resources by local communities started a long time ago in
Mali with a principle introduced by the Peul ethnicity. The Dina law, officially used from
1818 to 1862, was the first local law regulating the access of resources by and for local
communities. The Inner Niger Delta was divided into territories and sub-divided into
agricultural, pastoral and fisheries specificities. On one hand, unlimited access was applied to
forest resources, wild plants and pastures situated in non-inundated areas. On the other hand,
limited access was used for agricultural lands, enclosed areas and fisheries. A Dioro, person
belonging to the Peul ethnicity, was the resource manager and implemented this principle at
the community level (Kone, Wymenga & Diallo, 2002). This Dina law allocated rights to a
specific ethnicity for a specific exploited resource (c.f. section 2.2).
Then, the Toucouleurs, coming from the Fouta Toro (actual Senegal –Mauritania), expulsed
the Peul ethnicity and became the new master of the delta. Nevertheless, they did not give an
importance of the resource management. Farmers controlled the use and access of lands. With
the colonisation by the French at the end of the 1800s, the Toucouleurs were pushed out but
this local management, the Dina, were still not recognized. Instead of having a local and
decentralized management, resources were under a centralized regulation represented through
the Water and Forest Department (Service des Eaux et Forêts). As this new regulation was in
contradiction with the traditional system, few successful implementations worked out. At the
independence, in 1960, the Malian government started the nationalization of land with a
strong focus on forest resources through the Water and Forest Department. After 1980, the
decentralisation came up including the participation of local communities and the recognition
of local principles in the resource management. Nevertheless, the traditional system limiting
each ethnicity to a specific land use for a definite flooding phase was not adapted anymore to
the current situation. Disturbances occurred by the increase of population, the failure of
former policies, the past drought (Grande Sécheresse), the upstream water diversions and the
irregular precipitation which lead to food insecurity, degradations over the ecosystem limiting
the reliability of provisioning services. It has induced a vicious spiral of poverty-degradationinsecurity and local population took the lead to diversify their livelihood strategies to face this
degraded situation inducing a conflict about customary rights and modern practices. Then, the
national strategy was to reinstall a community-based management to include every one in the
rural development and resources management. In the 1990s, the decentralization to the
territorial level has reinforced their places in the management of natural resources and the
establishments of local conventions for rational uses of those resources.
Besides, two modern regulations pushed the country to develop a national integrated
watershed management. Firstly, the National Environmental Action Plan finalizing by the
second regulation: the National Environmental Protection Policy. This last one has a twofold
objective (Ministry of Environment and Sanitation, Mali, 2005):
- “to ensure a healthy environmental and sustainable development by making all
actors accountable;
- to help combat desertification, ensure food security, prevent and combat pollution,
and reduce poverty”.
This law is said to be implemented at field level through concrete projects scaled for the daily
activities of the population to facilitate their participation. Nevertheless, a lack of coordination
and information exchange between the different interveners (internal and external) hinders the
potential success of their projects (personal communication).
Then, for a long term perspective, till 2025, the National Politic for Wetlands (“Politique
Nationale pour les Zones Humides; PNZH”) defines the vision of the Republic of Mali and
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supports governmental and communities actions to protect and manage wetlands areas in a
sustainable way. For a shorter perspective, till 2008, an Action Plan for Wetlands
Management (“Plan d’Action de gestion des Zones Humides PAZU”) has been implemented
since 2004 for “the promotion of the rational use of and the conservation of Malian wetlands
to maintain their ecological, social and economic functions for the well-being of current and
future generations” (DNCN, pamphlet). Furthermore, due to the transboundary watershed, an
international water board, Niger Basin Authority, supervises all activities to reach an
integrated development of the watershed.
Afterwards, the whole Inner Niger Delta (IND, 4,119,500 ha) was classified a Ramsar Site in
2004 due to its great importance in water-bird migration or residence from Asia and Europe
specially (Ramsar, 2008). This Convention of Wetland International Importance has as a goal
“the conservation and wise use of all wetlands through local, regional and national actions
and international cooperation, as a contribution towards achieving sustainable development
throughout the world” (Ramsar Convention text, 1971). Mopti region, situated in the delta of
the Niger River is concerned by the Ramsar convention.
These environmental politics and laws affect the resource management and allocation at the
watershed level. Also, even though the focused resource management is only at community
level, these policies support the strategy of Wetlands International to implement activities for
rehabilitating the ecosystem to improve the reliability of the provisioning services for local
communities.
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2.5 Presentation of the WI project
The main focus of WI is “maintain and restore aquatic ecosystems, their resources and their
biodiversities”. The objectives of the Poverty Reduction plan in the IND program are (WI,
2006):
- poverty reduction and improvement of the living conditions of the population by
increasing and diversifying incomes as support for natural resources management
activities;
- support for community and local council natural resources management and
biodiversity conservation initiatives;
- information, sensitization and training strategies to make the local actors
understand and become aware of the interrelations between socio-economic
activities and those relating to natural resource management and biodiversity
conservation;
- and, building the organizational and technical capacities of local actors in the
management of socio-economic and natural resources management/biodiversity
activities.
These objectives are concretised by two kinds of actions at the community level: one with a
biodiversity conservation perspective and the other with an economic development point of
view. Each village was chosen as a beneficiary of this program due to the high ecological
potential from the activities (c.f. Annex 12).
First, to understand how bird conservation can be applied in a specific situation WI uses
workshops with local communities to get an insight from their livelihood strategies and their
relations to the ecosystem. At Toguéré- Coumbé, the workshop focused on two specific
themes, the first one on the actions needed to reduce pressure on bird catching and trade,
especially for endangered bird species (e.g. white stork, jabirus, black stork, egret, etc). The
second one on the actions required to improve the ecological conditions of the bird population
in the area. An action plan was designed including the application of Bio-rights mechanism
and capacity building of the community by the strength of the management and monitoring
committee. The goal is to facilitate income-generating alternatives and increase livelihood
from current activities as fishing, farming and cattle breeding to decrease pressures on bird
population so to protect its ideal habitat (WIa, 2008). Another example of combined
exploitation and conservation is the Niamoro pond, in Sofara, where conflicts occurred
between the users of the pond: fishers and herders provoking degradation of all the resources:
fish, water birds, bourgou and flooded forest. An integrated resources management was
required to resolve the situation and sustain the resources as well as fish and bird
biodiversities. A local convention was signed between all parties to regulate its access and
exploitation (WIb, 2008).
In the visited villages, some association’s signatories of the Bio-rights agreement with WI
implement one or two of the three kinds of restoration activities, bourgou-regeneration,
reforestation of flooded forests and/or rehabilitation of a fishing pond, to improve the state of
the ecosystem. Afterwards, they hope the improvement of the productions obtained from the
exploitation of the provisioning services. The Bio-rights mechanism is the financial support to
involve communities in these actions and brings alternatives to the overexploitation of the
ecosystem by local communities. Furthermore, their capacity is built to manage their
territories and ecosystems in a sustainable way through environmental awareness, formations,
management committees and local conventions.
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The members of the bourgou committee do the regeneration of bourgou and receive training
concerning replanting and harvesting methods (Akka and Guidio2). WI funds the regeneration
of bourgou by paying the people involved in the labour. As it has a quick benefit on the cattle
breeders’ livelihood, it is the only fund provided by WI. In the case of Akka, the local
community should monitor the bird biodiversity, expected to increase (c.f. Figure 12).
Capital: 500,000 FCFA for
regeneration of 10 ha
Bourgou committee

Wetlands International fund

Bird monitoring
Figure 12: Example of the functioning of the Bio-right mechanism on the bourgou-regeneration

The reforestation of flooded forests (Sévéri, Kakagnan, Akka and Guidio) is accomplished by
existing women groups who have already a kind of saving and credit scheme (a fee is charged
to become a member of the group). As this restoration activity does not have any direct
economic benefit for the involved women group, it is necessary to fund it to make it attractive
for the local groups. To start the activity, the women group use their own saving money, In
this case, the Bio-rights mechanism has two distinct phases: the first one where the Bio-right
capital is available for the signatory association as a loan (c.f. Figure 13). The women group
invests this loan in new income-generating activities to yield the profit. In the visited villages,
the main income-generating activity developed by the women is the trade of rice, fish or
clothes. The second phase starts only if the reforestation is successful (e.g. at least 75% of
expected plants should be alive at the end of the project). The capital is paid to the women
group who decides its use to make the group benefitting from it. Firstly, it will certainly
reimburse the investment made by the women associations on their own savings in the
reforestation activity and gardening (e.g. purchase of young plants, digging the well(s)…).
This strategy was chosen to make the local community responsible and to gather the
population around a common project.
The followed figure shows the situation of one women association in Guidio who received a
loan of one million of FCFA to develop some income-generating activities (c.f. Figure 13).
The credit is given in six times to the women association who has to pay back the interest and
reimbursement for a total amount of 1,071,180 FCFA paid in six times of 178,530 FCFA
each. Some women working in the trade already received a part of the fund and invested it in
rice to sell it back on the market. The profit is given to the group and is used to reimburse the
loan and the interest to the micro-credit institution.

2

Villages where those activities have been implemented within the poverty reduction program of WI.
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Yield profit through incomegenerating activities

Women group

Interest and reimbursement:
1,071,180 FCFA

Phase 1: Loan for one year
= 1 million FCFA

Phase 2: payment for successful
rehabilitation activities
= 1 million FCFA
What ever they want to do in
respect to benefitting the
women group

Micro-credit institution

Capital

Wetlands International
fund

Figure 13: Example on the functioning of the Bio-rights mechanism on the reforestation activity with a
women group

In the case of the women group in Sévéri, it is a little bit different. Their involvement in the
reforestation activity is rewarded by the normal Bio-rights mechanism explained above and a
rice husker (c.f. Figure 14). The women group received already this rice husker and had used
as an income-generating activity to increase the investment in trade business (fish or clothes)
to yield the profit and repay back the reimbursement and interest of the loan.
Yield profit through incomegenerating activities

Women group

Interest and reimbursement:
1,071,180 FCFA

Phase 1: Loan for one year
= 1.5 million FCFA

Phase 2: payment for successful
rehabilitation activities
= 1.5 million FCFA

Micro-credit institution
Capital

Rice husker
What ever they want to do in
respect to benefitting the
women group

Wetlands International
fund

Figure 14: Example on the functioning of the Bio-rights mechanism on the reforestation activity in the
specific case of the women group at Sévéri
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The Bio-rights mechanism contracted by the fisher’s group in Kakagnan on the rehabilitation
of the fishing pond was given to the fishers group as a cereal bank (c.f. Figure 15). In practice,
WI bought rice (four tons) for three millions FCFA in 2007 after the excavation of the canal
and provided training for three persons concerning financial and management skills to create a
management committee. This year the cereal bank committee again bought three tons of rice
(750,000 FCFA) and had 300,000 FCFA cash (personal communication, June 2008). The next
step is, if the rehabilitation of the fishing pond is successful, the purchase of four tons of
millet by WI for the community.

Cereal bank committee =
Fishing pond committee

Rehabilitation of the
fishing pond

Wetlands International fund

Capital used to buy cereal
for the cereal bank
Figure 15: Example on the functioning of the Bio-rights mechanism on the rehabilitation of the fishing
pond at Kakagnan

This whole approach has been developed with the goal of helping local communities and their
ecosystems to get rid of the vicious circle of poverty-degradation-insecurity.
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Chapter 3

Overview on the situation

This chapter describes why local communities overexploited their ecosystem, what were the
consequences in their livelihood strategies, in the past as well as nowadays and what have
been their own responses to face these difficulties. Furthermore, it gives an overview of the
responses implemented by WI to help them to rehabilitate their ecosystem with the goal of
reducing poverty and protecting biodiversity.
It can be divided into two parts: the first one given the global image of the situation in the
studied area following precisely the DPSIR approach. Afterwards, there is a thorough
description of each visited village to underline the effects of the responses on the situation
facing by the local communities.
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3.1 To understand the current situation: the DPSIR analysis
Through the analytical framework, DPSIR (c.f. section 1.4.5), and based on the previous
researches of Wetlands International (Wymenga et al., 2002 and Zwarts et al. 2005); an
overview on the natural resources in Inner Niger Delta is obtained (c.f. Figure 17). Driving
forces are the socio-economic, socio-cultural and environmental forces driving human
activities, which increase or mitigate Pressures on the environment. These Pressures stress the
environment and induce a degraded State (of the environment) considered as the current
condition of the environment. Impacts are the effects of the environmental degradation.
Responses refer to the reactions already taken or need to be taken by the society to stop the
vicious spiral.
It is recommended to have a look at the global DPSIR drawing when reading the different
sections of this chapter.

3.1.1 Drivers
First, a past drought, the Grande Sécheresse, caused a big production failure twenty years ago
(e.g. animal death and crop failure) inducing a crash in the renewal of natural resources (no
flood so reduced fertile area, reduced bourgou area, reduced flooded forest, reduced fish
habitat, reduced bird biodiversity, reduced water accessibility). It led to a strong food
insecurity engendering conflict around the remaining resources and their overexploitations
and decline in production (due to overgrazing, overfishing, clearance of flooded forest and
bourgou for rice cultivation). The majority of the population migrated to others places when
the situation became unliveable. After a while, they came back “home” and have started to
exploit the remaining resources again. Secondly, three other drivers, the current irregular
precipitation, the climatic change and the population growth have not permitted to regain the
situation before the Grande Sécheresse yet and have exacerbated this food insecurity by
increasing the pressure on the degraded state of the ecosystem (c.f. Figure 17). Even if since
several years, a National Environmental Protection Policy has been introduced the
degradation of the ecosystem and food insecurity are still happening.
Finally, the infrastructures and the national policies, coming from outside of the community
level influence the flood regime of the IND. The current governmental policies about food
security aspire to reach national rice self-sufficiency and develop action as the “Initiative Riz”
to extend large and small-scale irrigation systems. The flood determines the inundated area
and the water depth in the IND. It affects the fertile areas for farming (staple and cash crops),
for bourgou (cattle breeding and fish habitat) and for flooded forest (fish habitat and stock,
bird biodiversity) and determines the refill of fishing pond (fish habitat and stock, bird
biodiversity) (c.f. section 2.3).
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For the actors present in IND the river-flood is the key factor of all income-generating
activities (farming, cattle breeding and fishing; c.f. Figure 11), which compete with each other
for land and water resources (c.f. Figure 16). This has resulted in a stronger competition, with
conflicts between the different users, over a reduced flooded area. All livelihood strategies
developed by the local population are influenced negatively.

Exploited by professional farmers
belonging to the Songhai, the
Rhimabés and the Malinkés and by
the supplementary farmers belonging
to the Bozos and the Somonos

Exploited by cattle
breeders belonging to
the Peuls

Exploited by professional fishers
belonging to the Bozos and the
Somonos and by the supplementary
fishers belonging to the Rhimabés
and the Malinkés
Exploited by cattle breeders belonging to the
Peuls

Figure 16: Ethnicities involved in the exploitation of the different natural resources and their production
cycles

3.1.2 Pressures
To face the food insecurity, the local communities have expanded their traditional incomegenerating activities linked to their ethnicitiy. It is farming for the Malinké, the Rhimabés, the
Songhai and the Bella, fishing for the Bozo and the Somono and cattle breeding for the Peul.
The expansion of agricultural, cattle breeding and fishing activities puts pressure on the state
of the ecosystem by overexploiting its provisioning services. In some cases, as traditional
activities could not cover the needs they have diversified their incomes by adding farming to
fishing and to cattle breeding or fishing to farming or investing in cattle breeding (c.f. section
2.2). This diversification of income-generating activities leads to a negative loops on the
natural resources and exacerbates the existing pressures on them. Furthermore, it appeared
that a conflict can occur between supplementary and professional workers (as supplementary
fishers and professional) because the customary law allocates rights according to the
ethnicity. In parallel, through the operation and management of dams (Selingué, Sotuba and
Markala) and then the water diversion of the Office du Niger, to irrigate rice, the water depth
and its inundated time of the flood within the IND have decreased (c.f. Figure 17).
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Farmers have expanded their farming area, especially rice. One strategy developed by farmers
(especially at Sévéri-Ouro) was to cut down surrounding flooded forests to ensure a suitable
water depth for their floating-rice. As a result, they had their best productive rice yields that
they have ever had. Nevertheless, after years of intensive cultivation the yields decreased
again inducing the need of another expansion. This time they focused on former fishing and
bourgou ponds and arranged them for farming recession rice (case of Wengo pond, GuidioSaré and Naouré N’gari pond, Kakagnan-Peul). This expansion was done at the cost of
bourgou resources, fish growing and bird feeding areas (c.f. Figure 11). Furthermore, the
consecutive low water depth permitted the infestation of an invasive weed (kind of Typha sp.)
eating away the remaining fertile areas. The lack of equipment aggravates the impotence of
the farmers to remove the weeds. It induces a negative spiral on the expansion of rice and
intensifies the competition on remaining resources. To face the food shortage farmers, from
the Malinké and the Rhimabés ethnicities (case in Akka, Kakagnan and Sévéri), expand into
fishing and put pressure on the fish resource by increasing the number of supplementary
fishers and the number of fishing equipments in the water. Fishing practices of supplementary
fishers are done by using a two-arm-net in river and pond, which has a lower impact on fish
(wild and enclosed) stocks and fish habitat.
Fish resources are already under pressures due to the increase in the number of professional
fishers and their fishing equipments, fishers belonging to the Bozo and the Somono ethnicities
(population growth). Moreover, it is common that migrant fishers, from the Bozo or the
Somono ethnicities, move along the receding phase to “follow the fish” and settle for a while.
Their population can double the professional fishers’ population temporary and provokes a
strong negative loop on the competition over resources as fish, bourgou, flooded forest and
land resources (case in Guidio, Akka, Kakagnan and Sévéri). Furthermore, there is neither
real management of the resource nor control over the fishing practices while these are quite
intensive compared to the two-arm-net. The fish stock is degraded by, on one hand, modern
practices fishing a large range of fish so damaging the stock like the keep-all, obstruction,
big-net, pound-net, dam-net and all kind of net with stretched stitches (narrower than twofinger-width). Some of them are also slightly habitat-damaging: some practices divide the
bourgou in small plots to install the net in its middle or degrade the riverbed where
phytoplankton and zooplankton live. On the other hand, the intensified fisheries done at
specific places so selecting a few species or at critical periods of the fish development (e.g.
reproduction, youth) reduce the renewal of the stock. Professional fishers have diversified
their income sources by farming rice. This creates a negative loop on the competition over
land resource between the expansion of rice, the bourgou (expansion on the floodplain and
pond), the fishing pond (pond arrangement) and the flooded forest (clearance of forest in
depression).
Some of the farmers and fishers have invested in cattle breeding to diversify their income
sources. For that, they usually pay a herder, belonging to the Peul ethnicity, to do so. Indeed,
people belonging to the Peul ethnicity have been unwilling to change their traditions: farming
and fishing on their own are seen degrading activities. They cultivate lands, rice for homeconsumption, but also pay also someone to do it for them. Cattle breeding is for most people
their exclusive income source, through the marketing of milk and meat products, making
them highly dependent on the bourgou resources. The expansion of rice at the cost of bourgou
can create tensions between on one side traditional farmers and on the other side fishers and
herders. To feed their cattle, on one hand, herders are used to migrate along the flood with
their meat herds to optimize the exploitation of bourgou “on foot”. The cattle population can
rise from about zero up to millions of cattle in a few weeks time, provoking a strong
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competition over bourgou, flooded forest and land resources. Conversely, dairy cattle, called
bendi, graze around the village all throughout the year. In areas like Guidio and Akka, the
number of cattle (migrants and bendi) is higher than the optimal cattle charge of the bourgou
leading to the overgrazing provoking some degradation on the ecosystem state. Moreover, the
customary institution, still recognized in some communities by the presence of Dioros (case
of Akka, Kakagnan-Bozo and Sévéri-Ouro), enters in conflict with the modern institution, the
regional Governor establishing the calendar of transhumance. Uncontrolled herd sizes on the
way back from transhumance worsen overgrazing and result in a disastrous degradation of
bourgou, (fertile) land and flooded forest resources. Additionally, the movement of herds
within an area is hardly controlled due to unfenced field. In practice, this leads to damages to
rice fields when they are not harvested yet, degradation of flooded forest, and damages to
young bourgou. Some farmers (the Rhimabés at Kakagnan-Peul) cut trees to make fences
around their plots intensifying the degradation of flooded forest.
To conclude on the bourgou resource, three kinds of pressure influence its state: the reduction
of the inundated area, the overgrazing and the expansion of rice.
Another pressure on the flooded forest, and common to all actors, is caused by the village
expansion and wood needs, increased by the population growth, for construction and fuel
wood mainly. Before the implementation of WI project (or IUCN), there was not any
replanting activity done by the local communities themselves.
These pressures increase the vicious spiral of degradation, reinforce the unsustainable state of
the ecosystem and end with a stronger food insecurity (e.g. intensification of unsustainable
farming activities causes a bigger depletion of soil fertility which will end with a low food
production and will increase the food insecurity, in quantity and quality (as protein
concentration in cereal seed). Besides, the drivers mentioned above exacerbate the vicious
spiral by increasing the existing pressures. For example, the population growth supports the
village expansion and increases the number of people exploiting the provisioning services,
like the number of supplementary, professional and transhumant fishers, of farmers and of
cattle breeders. These cause-effect relations are hinted on the DPSIR figure to facilitate its
understanding (c.f. Figure 17).

3.1.3 States
First, the reduction of the inundated area has a negative loop on the competition over the
remaining resources and on conflict between the different users sharing the same space.
Then, all of these strategies to face food security caused a loss of ecosystem state. The
expansion of rice at the cost of bourgou, flooded forest and fishing pond causes a twofold
reduction: on the bird biodiversity (degradation of their feeding and nesting areas and) and on
the fish biodiversity by decreasing their habitat (destroyed their reproduction, resting and
growing areas) and their wild and enclosed fish stocks. This overfishing brings about a
reduction in enclosed fish stock (within ponds) and in wild fish stock (river). It leads to a
reduction of fish biodiversity. Then, it induces a loss of bird nesting and feeding areas and
leads to a decrease of bird biodiversity as well. The overgrazing results in the reduction of
bird nesting and feeding areas and of fish reproduction and resting areas ending up with a loss
of bird and fish biodiversity (c.f. Figure 17). Furthermore, due to the Grande Sécheresse, the
flooded forests are almost inexistent in the visited communities, except at Akka where the
Akkagoun forest covers around 150 hectares and seems to be in a good state.
In terms of ecosystem services we can see a limitation in the regulation services as flood
protection, pollution control in the river and lakes and erosion. This loss of regulating services
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weakens the ecosystem ability to recover after natural hazard and increases the long-term
insecurity of the situation for local communities. Moreover, the supporting services are also
reduced: because of the intensive rice production on land, previously covered by flooded
forest, the soil fertility is depleted and result in the low productivity of these areas.
Those degraded states accrue the pressure (negative loops) by limiting the reliability or
renewal of the resources, reinforce the competition over the remaining resources and so let the
vicious spiral of insecurity/degradation/poverty continue.

3.1.4 Impacts
These degraded states of the ecosystem affect the access to reliable resources and the
alternatives for income-generating activities for local communities: the ecosystem can provide
only a “part” of its potential services to human and nature. For each livelihood strategy there
are socio-economic impacts linked to its way of giving a value to the service (c.f. Figure 17).
Because of the low farming productivity, on the floodplain or around the pond, the yield stays
low inducing a food shortage. The diversification of activities, as cattle breeding and fishing,
developed by the farmers induces a negative loop on overgrazing and overfishing pressure
respectively. As there are not traditional activities, based on the Dina law, conflicts occur
between ethnicities, the “professional against the supplementary actor” (case of Kakagnan).
The degradation of fish biodiversity affects the fish production and the fishers’ livelihood
negatively; intensifying the food insecurity for supplementary and professional fishers. This
has led to the impoverishment and indebtedness of both fishers, professional and
supplementary, to buy or repair their equipments that make them under obligation of
economic return so induces a negative feedback on the overfishing. Due to this economic
insecurity, tensions occur between local and transhumant fishers and/or supplementary and
professional fishers. Finally, the lack of fishers’ livelihood results in the diversification of
activities, emphasizing the pressure from these activities on the ecosystem services (case of
Akka, Kakagnan and Sévéri).
Loss of bourgou contributes to the reduction of the cattle survival rate and production:
animals are bony so low gestation rate, almost inexistent milk production so low birth rate.
Marketable products, both meat and milk, are well-nigh to zero. It leads to the reduction of
the cattle breeders’ livelihood. It has a negative loop on the overgrazing practices and puts
pressure on their second activity, the rice production. Besides, as the bourgou resource is also
important for the sustainability of the fish resources, tensions may occur between cattle
breeders and fishers.
Each actor sees his situation become more precarious exacerbating the food insecurity at the
impact level of the DPSIR as well as its driver level starting again the whole cycle. Moreover,
there are competitions between the different livelihood strategies on allocating the land: for
example, bourgou (fishing and cattle breeding) vs. floating rice (farming activities). The
competition can also be on the same natural resource, as bourgou exploiting for its fish
resource vs. its use in cattle breeding. Both cases lead to tensions between the different
involved ethnicities. These tensions have a strong negative loop on the integrated
management of natural resources intensifying the vicious spiral of poverty-degradationinsecurity.
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3.1.5 Responses
Understandably, local exploitation of provisioning services should remain to maintain the
livelihood of local communities, at least. A concept dealing with all of the drivers, pressures,
states and impacts should be promoted to restore the ecosystem and its locally valuable
services to get a sustainable socio-economic and ecological situation including all of the
existing users (farmers, fishers, herders, wild animal and flora) and potential future users
(tourism sector). The Integrated Water Resource Management approach puts all of the
components of the ecosystem together (users and ecosystem services) and tries to manage the
ecosystem services in a way that brings the most beneficial well-being to local communities
(c.f. section 1.4.2). At community level, this is implemented through local conventions and
committees in charge of regulating and controlling unsustainable practices over the
ecosystem. For example, the fishing ponds are temporary protected to gain an increase in
enclosed fish stock in order to increase the enclosed fish production to enhance the
profitability of the fishers’ livelihood. If the collective fishing within the pond at least let the
young fish behind, this can also induce the raise of wild fish stock. In some cases, the
Department “Eaux et Forêt” has a look at the forest resource and tax people for cutting wood.
As the ecosystem state is degraded, some restoration activities (c.f. section 2.5) should be
implemented to speed the recovering of the ecosystem and retrieve the state of the
environment as before the Grande Sécheresse. An improvement in the reliability of
provisioning services and their exploitations is expected. The local communities due to any
immediate economical return may see these restoration activities as time-consuming. The
Bio-rights agreement is the economic tool used here to support the involvement and
investment of local communities into long-term restoration activities. Within the first year it is
used as a micro-credit (c.f. section 1.4.4) to develop new income-generating activities (e.g.
gardening, poultry, cattle breeding, marketing, etc) or a community-based development
activity (e.g. cereal bank or rice husker) which will lead to new socio-economic situations and
new pressures on the ecosystem. At this step, it is important to guarantee that these new and
remained activities will not be disastrous to the ecosystem and will not turn back to a new
spiral of degradation/insecurity/poverty. These pressures can be less damaging for the
ecosystem (positive feedback) otherwise emphasize a high spot (negative feedback). As the
responses build up the capacity of the local communities, the pressures induced by
management and practices should less overweighed on the state. The goal is to obtain the
highest benefits for local communities, enabling them to sustain their varied current
livelihoods and in the same time to ensure the conservation of the biodiversity. This leads to
new impacts on human livelihoods, human strategies and well-being.
The development of income-generating activities decreases the negative loops from the
reduced livelihood of fishers, farmers and/or cattle breeders, depending on the case, on the
natural resources. Furthermore, they spread the pressures over the ecosystem to keep them in
its capacity. On one hand, it improves the food security of the family, and thus it reduces the
need of rice expansion, of overfishing and/or overgrazing. On the other hand, it adds new
economic alternatives for women, which will put new pressures on the natural resources (c.f.
Figure 17).
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If the project, after assessment, proves to be successful, the local community gets a sum of
money as a payment, according to the bio-right agreement. This money can be used to
improve the well-being of the community, in whatever way they think is most needed, in
projects such as education facilities, health centre, child caring centre, transport…
It is hardly expected from this project that the drivers would be affected by the Bio-rights
mechanism and the restoration activities. Even if the primary drivers (population growth,
irregular precipitation, infrastructures, past drought, policy failures, climatic change) are not
reached by those implementations the starting points of the spiral of degradation still can be
“pushed back”. Other projects at the national level should be implemented to tackle the
problems at a larger scale.
Four villages, distributed in two municipalities: Déboye and Dialloubé, were visited, from the
northern to southern geographical positions: Guidio, Akka, Kakagnan and finally Sévaré.
Their current situations, restoration activities and expectations are presented individually in
the next section.
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Figure 17: Description of the IND's situation through the DPSIR analysis, presentation of the global
DPSIR levels
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3.2 Introduction to the studied villages
The defined study area is situated in the central part of the Inner Niger Delta (c.f. Figure 7),
which is completely covered by the flood during the flooding phase and where WI has
developed several restoration activities with Bio-rights mechanism. In this area WI works
alone on the field, without any external NGO support, which leads to a strong relationship
with local communities. The four studied communities (Guidio, Akka, Kakagnan and Sévaré)
are presented briefly in the Annex 3, a schematic map of each village is available
accompanying the text and an individual DPSIR is also present in the annexes. It is
recommended, for the reader, to combine these information with the written text to visualize
the reality.
In this particular case in the deltaic region of Mopti, the ecosystem is composed by a river
surrounded by a large floodplain where villagers have settled on humps and have a good
access to water resources (development of holes) and with some depressions filled temporary
or throughout the year. On the floodplain, trees, bushes and others vegetations (didéré,
bourgou, wild rice and cultivated rice) grow which have to survive in inundated as well as in
drought periods. Water is mainly used indirectly, through its produce: of fish by fishers from
the receding phase to the low tide; of grass (bourgou) by herders from the receding phase to
the low tide and of crops by farmers from the flooding phase to the low tide (c.f. Annex 1).
These productions depend directly on the flooding area, water depth and time of flood. That
means all of these users enter into competition and if one of these users wants to expand or to
intensify his/her activity, as it may be at the expense of another one (e.g. bourgoutière vs.
farming and fishing pond vs. farming pond).

3.2.1 Main similarities between the four visited villages
The main similarity between these villages is that the three different livelihood strategies
(fishing, farming and cattle breeding) are present and interact with each other to a certain
degree. However, in the case of Guidio, the three ethnicities (Peul, Bozo and Songhai) have
not diversified their income-generating activities but have stayed within their respective
traditional activities. In the three others visited villages, professional farmers (Rhimabés and
Malinké) are also supplementary fishers and professional fishers (Bozo and Somono) are
supplementary farmers. Nevertheless, both of them hope for good floods to be able to return
to their traditional activity. The fact that these ethnicities have diversified their incomegenerating activities makes it possible for WI to benefit all people by their restoration
activities: the bourgou regeneration alone will lead to the improvement of the livelihood of
the professional fishers and of the supplementary fishers who are also farmers without dealing
with the farming situation.
In each village, every women association/federation is involved in the reforestation activity.
In all cases, women complain that some animals got through the fence, and damaged the
young plants. They solved this problem by adding a barrier around the plot. This problem
occurred also in the gardening plot, assessing the garden on the re-balance of the ecosystem
services is impossible for this year.

3.2.2 Main differences between the four visited villages
The main differences between these villages are the ways WI tries to rehabilitate the degraded
state of the ecosystem. In Guidio and Akka, the fisheries are done in the natural habitat of the
Débo lake, contrarily to Kakagnan and Sévéri where the fisheries are done in the Niger river
and in ponds. That is why, WI focus on the bourgou regeneration to increase the fish habitat
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within the lake. The local communities of Sévéri received some supports in the past to face
their food insecurity with the excavation of canals for two purposes: one to flood farming
areas and the second one to fill a fishing pond. WI is supporting the rehabilitation of a fishing
pond for the fisher communities, supplementary and professional, at Kakagnan.
Besides, in Guidio and Akka, direct beneficiaries from the WI project are also cattle breeders,
using the regenerated bourgou for cattle feeding, while they are hardly involved in the project
implemented at Kakagnan and Sévéri. In these two last villages, the bourgou regeneration
activity is limited because of the control of bourgou field by Dioro(s), refusing to be involved
in any regeneration activity for the moment.
On the Bio-rights mechanism, the women associations of Akka have not taken any microcredits with Wetlands International but have received supports from others organizations
(AFAR, Pas de Pêche). At Sévéri, the women association received a part of the Bio-rights
through the rice husker and the other part is functioning as a normal micro-credit.
In Kakagnan, there are two Bio-rights mechanisms: one combined with the reforestation
activity for the women federation and the other one with the rehabilitation of the fishing pond.
Both are valorising professional fishers in a village where conflicts occurred at the opening
time of the collective fisheries this year between professional and supplementary fishers
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3.2.3 The case of the local community living in Guidio
In Guidio, the local communities (Peul, Songhai and Bozo ethnicities principally) are
gathered for the restoration activities comprising the bourgou regeneration and the
reforestation of Acacia kirkii. The main activity of the people belonging to the Peul ethnicity
is cattle breeding (milk and meat productions), around 5300 big bovines is spread over the
200 ha of bourgou situated on the Débo lake. It is also in the Débo lake that Bozo fishers
practice their fisheries mainly. The Songhai farmers have arranged a pond, the Wengo pond,
for farming a wide range of crops (c.f. Annex 3).
3.2.3.1 The cattle breeding activity
A bourgou-regeneration activity took place last year with the support of Wetlands
International: one million of FCFA was given to the group committee for replanting young
plants to extend the area covered by bourgou (c.f. Figure 18). Around 20 ha of bourgou were
regenerated. Herders but also farmers were told by the committee to plant bourgou (1 day =
1,000 F CFA). To show the importance of bourgou in the livelihood if the communities it is
said that the marketing of bourgou brings millions of FCFA every year to the salesperson. For
example, a bushel sold on the market just after harvesting is 50 FCFA; when the rain starts the
prices rise up to 100 FCFA. During the receding phase and the low tide, from February to
June precisely, this collective bourgou field is used for cattle grazing (personal
communication, 23/05/2008). This year, the production of bourgou is so successful that
herders have seen their milk production increases by 100%, up to 1-2l/cow/day, young heifers
give birth to healthy calves and a plump animal can be sold 75,000 FCFA (before only 50,000
FCFA or less). Obviously, the cattle breeders’ livelihood has improved. Even neighbours
asking bourgou got it free of charge, as there is enough for everyone. This committee plans to
continue to extend the bourgou in the Débo lake and to completely regenerate the 200ha, and
to raise the herd size in parallel. To ensure the sustainability of the bourgou they are
officialising a local convention on its exploitation by herders and fishers. In that way, the
others resources degraded by overgrazing, as flooded forest and rice field should get less
pressure. That means bird nesting areas and fish reproduction areas will increase. It would
lead indirectly to an increase of bird and fish biodiversities. Even, the lateral movement of
fish, from river to ponds, may increase the fish enclosed stock.
3.2.3.2 The fishing activity
Afterwards, it is also expected that with the bourgou regeneration the fish catches will
improve, in term of size and species, and will finally lead to the improvement of fisher’s
livelihood. This will be really helpful for the professional fishers as they have seen their fish
production decreased as well as its biodiversity. The Annex 8 gives the names of the
disappeared fish species. To conclude, the professional fishers should benefit from the WI
project. In consequence of their improved livelihood, fishers would press less on their
secondary activities, as farming, so would decrease their impact on the other natural
resources. In combination with the improved sustainability of bird nesting and feeding, we
can expect an increase of bird biodiversity.
3.2.3.3 The farming activity
First, in that village there is not any land competition anymore between the bourgou and the
farming areas because the Débo lake is not suitable for rice cultivation due to waves on its
surface (c.f. Figure 18). The farmers’ strategy is based on the production made on the Wengo
pond through the cultivation of rice, millet, sweet potato, peanut, sorghum, cassava,
ladyfingers and bean. As, on one hand, WI has not developed any activity to modify the
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farming situation, and on the other hand, as farmers focus only on farming, this part of the
community does not benefitted directly from this WI project. Due to low flood, this farming
area represents now only a half compare to the area of the previous decade and now, the rice
is concentrated in the middle part of the lake where the land is flooded all throughout the year.
Even though the yield has increased, and is comprised between 10 to 40 bags of 100kg per
field, it can cover only six to seven months of a family needs. Their own response is to
diversify their cropping pattern. They grow millet to cover the remaining needs of staple food
and others crops, as sweet potatoes, peanuts and cassavas are sold to be able to purchase
condiments. This reduction of foodstuff has induced food insecurity from farming activity.
Some farmers have already started to invest in cattle breeding to face this situation but no one
has diversified its livelihood by fishing yet. As there is not any activity going on to improve
the farming production yet, the bourgou regeneration should also support the needs of these
extra herds.
3.2.3.4 The women situation
The women federation, including all ethnicities, distributed in two associations, made a Biorights contract with Wetlands International to replant 1000 trees of Acacia kirkii on one
hectare of the floodplain and to create a garden of 2ha (c.f. Figure 18). To plough the field and
to install the thorn-hedge they spent 125,000 FCFA, from their saving money of previous
activities. Wetlands International installed the iron-fence for free and the women got the
Acacia kirkii seeds free of charge from Youvarou.
Each association has taken a loan of one million of FCFA with the micro-credit institution
CAMEC. For the moment, this money is used for marketing business. Nevertheless only 40
over 500 women have benefitted from it and they affirm that it is a tough activity due to the
monthly deadline. At the end of this year the project will be assessed and the loaned capital
will be transferred to the women associations as a payment if the project is successful (at least
750 young trees should be alive) (c.f. Figure 13). What they will do with this money has not
been decided yet, also it is not clear yet if they will use it in individual businesses or in
collective economic action with individual shares from a collective fund. However, the
capacities of the communities concerning micro-credits and project management are building
up through the trainings provided by the NGO Protos.
The garden has not produced anything yet because it was necessary to dig an open well for
irrigation purpose and to fence it to stop ruminant foraging first. However, the open well has
already brought a secondary benefice for women as it is also used for drinking purpose due to
its better water quality than some others wells in the village. Women already have ideas about
vegetables pattern for the coming receding phase: ladyfingers, chilli peppers, watermelons
and Roselles (bissap). The production of this activity should decrease the pressure on other
resources as bourgou, flooded forest and land by sustaining the livelihood without expanding
others income-generating activities (cattle breeding and rice production). It should help to
sustain bird nesting and feeding areas, fish reproduction and resting areas, and indirectly lead
to an increase of bird biodiversity and fish wild and enclosed stocks.
Besides this, another reforestation program is in discussion, with the support of FAO, to
enlarge a degraded but existing flooded forest on the Débo lake.
To conclude on that village, the direct beneficiaries from the bourgou regeneration belong to
the Bozo (fishers’ livelihood strategies) and to the Peul ethnicities (cattle breeders’
livelihood). The development of income-generating activities for women benefits to every
ethnicity (c.f. Figure 18 and Annex 4)
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Figure 18: Beneficial groups from the restoration activities linked to their livelihood strategies in the case
of Guidio
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3.2.4 The case of the local community living in Akka
In Akka, the presence of Wetlands International and its restoration activities, bourgouregeneration and flooded reforestation, is mainly due to the high importance of this area in
water bird conservation. Akka is situated near the Akkagoun forest (c.f. section 2.3.6) one of
the last large flooded forest in the IND where a large water bird population comes for nesting
and resting (c.f. Figure 19). For many years already, a local convention has regulated the
exploitation of this forest making actions as grubbing out branches, hunting or catching wild
animals forbidden. As a sign of their environmental awareness, water bird monitoring is now
under the community’s responsibility and someone is responsible for environmental activities.
Many environmental associations support this village as IUCN, WI and Terra Nuova
providing trainings, facilities and projects to help the local communities to make a living from
their different livelihood strategies without damaging the ecosystem.
People belonging to the Malinké and the Bozo ethnicities inhabit this village in majority with
some people belonging to the Peul ethnicity (c.f. Annex 3). The first are traditionally farmers,
the second fishers and the last are cattle breeders. However, due to the current low farming
production, on one side, and of fish production, on the other side, the people belonging to the
Malinké and Bozo ethnicities have combined these two activities to sustain their livelihoods.
Besides, the ones who could invest money bought cattle for breeding. This diversification
increases the workload of the Peul people.
3.2.4.1 The cattle breeding activity
In this village some bourgou areas are owned by Dioros with a paid entrance but are not
included in the regeneration program of Wetlands International. In the past, this collected fee
was used for community purposes but due to the increased of individualisation, this social
action has stopped. The Village Management Committee (Comité villageois de gestion),
comprising different ethnicities and users as fishers, farmers and cattle breeders together,
supervises the use and management of 56ha of collective bourgou. Already 30 of them have
been regenerated over the last three years for a total amount of 1,500,000 FCFA (c.f. Figure
19). Now only weak animals are allowed to graze on the collective bourgou area for a fee of
250 FCFA/animal and during the low tide period preferably to increase the cattle survival rate
and so improve the cattle breeders’ livelihood. Moreover, to ensure the sustainability of this
bourgou area the animal charge is maximized to 300-400 heads. The collected fees are used to
pay the guards and for the next bourgou regeneration; the saved money is kept for other
community needs, replacing the traditional social role of the Dioro.
3.2.4.2 The fishing activity
The collective bourgou and the area called Bora, where IUCN implements also a bourgouregeneration activity, are temporary protected to ensure the renewal of fish. In parallel, it was
also decided to regulate and control some fishing practices. For example, the obstruction,
which is placed in the riverbed to fish, is allowed only for a few consecutive days during the
flood due to its high fishing capacity. In addition, the keep-all is simply forbidden in the Niger
River. Combined with the bourgou-regeneration, this will sustain, or even increase, the wild
fish stock and certainly reverse the trend of loss of fish species (c.f. Annex 8). As a result, the
fishers’ livelihoods will improve; fishers will put less pressure on the land resources: less rice
expansion will be needed. It will result in less competition with bourgou or flooded forest,
finally leading to fewer tensions between actors.
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Both the increase of the fish population and the regeneration of bourgou entail the food
availability for birds. Bourgou-regeneration cuts back the pressure on flooded forest and
sustains bird nesting. As a result, the bird biodiversity should be ensured and will certainly
increase. However, the assessment of these measures on bird and fish biodiversities has not
been done yet
3.2.4.3 The women situation
The four women associations (around 310 women) are involved in the reforestation of Acacia
kirkii: 1000 trees on one ha for a total Bio-rights amount of 10 millions FCFA. It will be
distributed equally between the four associations if the project proves to be successful. Both
areas, for the reforestation and for gardening are close to each other, but are separated from
the village by a kilometre of floodplain (c.f. Figure 19). These woman associations dug an
open well to access to water and to facilitate the irrigation and then, installed a barbed-wire
barrier fences the area against cattle foraging. About 750 plants were growing in June 2008.
Around 225 women individually cultivate a small plot and grow several vegetables: onions,
potatoes, salad, carrots, beans, ladyfingers, chilli peppers, tomatoes and black eggplants. The
produce is used to cover the family needs and what is left is sold in the village. It should lead
to a positive loop on the decrease of pressure on other resources as bourgou and land for rice
cultivation. Each association has already a personal garden with some facilities provided by
others organizations: last year the potato production made a profit of 700,000-900,000 FCFA
per association and, for the tomato, each member earned about 15,000 FCFA (personal
communication, 02/06/08). This supports the idea that the WI garden has also a high
economic potential. Nevertheless, women found their individual plot too small for just
growing vegetables so some women have decided to produce seeds of vegetables. This action
seems even more profitable as a kilo of seeds can be sold around 1,000 FCFA on the market.
3.2.4.4 The farming situation
One of the woman associations is going to receive an irrigation system of 30 ha for rice
production from AFAR. This is appropriate to improve the rice production, still done in the
traditional way on the floodplain by men, and cover only five to six months of needs. Farmers
have slightly diversified their cropping pattern, with millet and a little bite of peanut, to cover
the rest of the need of staple food let behind by the reduced rice production. They have
preferred to diversify their income source by fishing. As the bourgou-regeneration combined
with the implementation of local conventions should lead to a higher fish production, the
farmers’ livelihood should improve through the improvement of his secondary livelihood.
This irrigating perimeter will probably lead to a decrease of rice expansion limiting the
pressure on land, bourgou and flooded forest and supporting fish and bird biodiversities. This
rice perimeter should be a considerable support for the success of WI program.
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To conclude on this village, as everyone is involved in the project and as the professional
farmers’ ethnicity (Malinké) fishes as well, every livelihood strategy should benefit directly
from the WI project (c.f. Figure 19 and Annex 5).
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Figure 19: Beneficial groups from the restoration activities linked to their livelihood strategies in the case
of Akka
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3.2.5 The case of the local community living in Kakagnan
Kakagnan is inhabited by people in majority belonging to the Somono and the Bozo
ethnicities and also some Peuls and Rhimabés. As the Somono and the Bozo are two fishers’
ethnicities, the main income-generating activity is fishing with rice production as a secondary
activity. The Peul’s livelihood strategy is based on cattle breeding and dairy production and
the Rhimabé people have diversified their income source by adding fishing to farming (c.f.
Annex 3). The restoration activities are, first, the rehabilitation of a fishing pond, and then the
reforestation of A. kirkii. However, the community appeared not to be very motivated to work
collectively, WI accepted to cover another need of the Kakagnan-Bozo community as well: a
cereal bank (c.f. Figure 15). Besides, a bourgou-regeneration activity of three ha takes place
on the collective field, managed by UN, only to support feeding of small ruminants (e.g.
donkey, goat).
3.2.5.1 The fishing activity
As it is explained in the Annex 1, the season of the fisheries follow the different phases of the
flood. For example this year, the collective Somono fisheries in the river comprised three bignets (c.f. Figure 22 and Figure 23). It filled only one pirogue in a daytime with a
predominance of sogorién, dén, corno, Nile perch, Bayad, North African catfish, African
butter catfish and tamou. In the previous decade, with one big-net in one shot almost one
pirogue was already filled (personal communication, 19/06/2008). Until now, the trend of fish
production is declining, as is said by experienced fishers: “during our childhood the volume
of fish piled up on a mat3 could be sold for 400 F CFA and nowadays you could sell it for
100,000 F CFA as this hardly ever happens these days” (personal communication,
16/06/2008). Besides this, some fish species have disappeared about twenty years ago (c.f.
Annex 8), which were quite important in their livelihood. The fishing pond was chosen based
on old fishers’ stories narrating the former fish biodiversity and its decline along the decades
and on the census of a large bird population fishing there. A small canal of hundred meters
was dug to inundate the pond naturally from the Niger river and the pond itself was
excavated. The rehabilitation of the fishing pond will lead to an increase of enclosed fish
stock and fish habitat. The assessing criteria of success are the fish biodiversity and the fish
production. The collective fishery took place at the end of July at Kakagnan and its
characteristics are presented in the Annex 9. However, as there is not previous data about fish
production it is not possible to assess its impact on the fishers’ livelihood. On the biodiversity
characteristic, two species over the fourteenth mentioned as extinct by M. Ticheler in his
report where found in the pond. It is Parachanna obscura and Polypterus senegalus but they
do not seem to be important for trade (Fish database).
3.2.5.2 The effects of the cereal bank
The cereal bank reduces the needs of fishers to extend their activities into farming and lead to
reduce pressure on fertile lands decreasing pressures on the existing bourgou and flooded
forest (c.f. Figure 20). It leads to an increased in wild fish stock so probably to enclosed fish
stock as well. The fish production can be sustained, or even increased, for both professional
and supplementary fishers. So finally, even if the cereal bank is only for people belonging to
the Bozo and the Somono families, the food security of the Rhimabés, supplementary fishers,
may be improved. Furthermore, the cereal bank has improved the food security by about three
months; this is a significant result for some people and a small one for others. Nevertheless,
the transportation factor is troublesome during the flood, as the rice should been conveyed by
3

A mat is 2m * 1.3m, no idea about the height of the pile of fish on top of it.
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pirogue which takes some days from Mopti compared to the one-day needed by truck
conveyance. Another limiting factor of the success can be the reduction of the rice market
price inducing an economic loss for traditional farmers as the Rhimabés selling or exchanging
rice. Nevertheless, as the rice is produced for home-consumption the community would not
feel this weakness.
3.2.5.3 The cattle breeding activity
For cattle breeding, the Peul use two kind of bourgou field: the collective land of Dialloubé
municipality situated a bite further from Kakagnan-Bozo and the private bourgou owned by
Dioros situated around the village. The dairy production, which is only around 0.5l/cow/day,
as well as the meat production are hardly modernised. As Dialloubé has always being a
powerful Dioro centre owning a wide bourgou territory with large herds, the transhumance
can be a strong pressure on the natural resources as the bourgou, the flooded forest and can
provoke land degradations: around 250,000 cattle during four to six months. Nevertheless, the
number of cattle heads and its grazing time is limited according to the amount of bourgou
production: the number of cattle decreases after a low flood and increases when a flood is
favourable. The only comment on this cattle breeding activity is done by the Rhimabé
complaining about ruminant foraging on their rice fields situated around “Naouré N’gari”
pond. They have complained to the authorities but nothing is done about it.
3.2.5.4 The farming activity
On that territory, the rice production is a maximum of 100 bags of 100 kg for a field of 5ha
and covers eight to nine months of Rhimabés’ family needs. On one hand, to face their food
insecurity they cultivate other crops during the recession phase such as sorghum, maize,
haricots, watermelons and ladyfingers for home-consumption and in exchange for fish from
the professional fishers. As some of these crops grow at a different phase of the flood than
rice it limits the expansion of farming lands over other resource (bourgou and flooded forest).
These productions cover the remaining needs (personal communication, 16/06/2008).
On the other hand, the alternative for the Rhimabés farmers is to use their fishing right for
collective fisheries in the Niger river and ponds (c.f. Figure 20). This increases the number of
supplementary fishers and exacerbates the current overfishing. Moreover, the two-arm-net
seems to be an unfavourable practice compare to the big-net fisheries of the Bozo and the
Somono and especially unproductive with fish scarcity. That is why this year, after taking
steps to officialise their farmer’s association, the Rhimabés tried to get the right to also be
able to fish with the big-net in the river. As it is not a traditional practice, the authorities
rejected it. However, it ended up with the paralysis of the collective fisheries in the river and
the adjournment of Somono fisheries for at least a week. The rehabilitation of a fishing pond,
supported by WI, accessible for every fisher, local and neighbouring communities from every
ethnicity may solve this situation. However, a committee of Bozo and Somono men still
administer the management of the fishing pond exclusively. Furthermore, at the municipality
level, local conventions and a Taricou, an Arabic paper officialising decision, started to be
discussed.
3.2.5.5 The women situation
The two woman associations are involved in a reforestation activity of 600 trees on one ha.
Two kinds of trees are grown: Acacia kirkii are along the fence as an extra defensive line and
then fruit trees (200,000 FCFA) are distributed within the plot: mango tree, tamarind, guava,
cinnamon-apple, lemon, yagou and zizzibe. Already more than 700 plants were growing in
June 2008. These trees have a twofold objective: interesting for bird nesting to increase bird
biodiversity and for fruit consumption to improve the diet (no perspective of marketing yet).
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Each association has taken a loan of 750,000 FCFA with the micro-credit institution CAMEC
and has reimbursed interests of 125,000 FCFA monthly. Nevertheless, in one of this
association, only six women have benefitted from it and used it for marketing business (e.g.
fish, spices and Shea seeds) (personal communication, 13/06/2008). At the end of this year,
the project will be assessed and the loaned capital should be transferred to the women
associations as a payment if it is successful (c.f. Figure 13). The future use of this money is
not well defined but some ideas came up within a workshop like to build a training centre for
them or to create a sewing centre where they can make clothes and sell them on the market
and then invest in cattle breeding to increase their livelihood. However, for the last
proposition men were not enthusiastic.
On the same plot of the reforestation activity, both associations have developed a garden (c.f.
Figure 20). Within the previous season, the grown vegetables were onions, salads, tomatoes,
lady fingers, watermelon, peanuts, haricot, sweet potatoes, fonio and maize. This would
decrease the pressure on other resources as fertile land for rice extension and fish resources
and would lead to a better food security. The production was not very successful due to
animal foraging. Besides, the Somono women are famous for potteries making and sell it
already on the market of Mopti providing a significant income for women.
To conclude on that situation, the WI project focus on the fishing pond to rebalance the
ecosystem services as it will affect the livelihood of professional and supplementary fishers,
in majority in that village (c.f. Figure 20 and Annex 6). Even if, the Rhimabés are not
included in the cereal bank their food security should be improved by their fish production
made on the collective pond fishery. However, if in parallel, nothing is done to improve the
rice yield of the Rhimabés they may modify their livelihood strategy by intensifying their
fisheries. A consequence of that could be the decrease of pressure on land so the possibility to
expand flooded forest or bourgou and sustain the fish resources. However, some factors might
limit the success of this action. First, the fish capacity of the pond should be high enough to
cover the current fish catches as well as the possibility of increased pressure on it caused by
the Rhimabés. Secondly, the natural inundation of the fishing pond from the river should be
ensured as well as the good growth of the fish to guarantee a sufficient production. Thirdly,
the fact to focus only on one provisioning service emphasises the fish exploitation in the
prejudice of a diversified exploitation.
The WI project does not influence directly on the Peul situation, which may not be required as
the UN has a bourgou regeneration program, which might support fish resource as it
decreases the pressure on other bourgou field and extend the resting areas of fish.
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Figure 20: Beneficial groups from the restoration activities linked to their livelihood strategies in the case
of Kakagnan
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3.2.6 The case of the local community living in Sévéri
In Sévéri, the provisioning services are exploited by the Rhimabés, which has land (and pond)
rights over the territory, the Peul and the Bozo. The Rhimabé combine individual rice
production on the floodplain and collective fisheries in ponds. The Peul develop only cattle
breeding and produce rice but a Rhimabé does the labour. Due to the high ecological value of
its territory, WI decided to implement a rural economic development activity to sustain
livelihoods and a reforestation activity to sustain water bird nesting (c.f. Figure 21 and Annex
7). This village, and especially the women association, expressed the need of a rice husker to
facilitate their work. The Bozo fishers depend strongly on the fish resources owned by the
Rhimabés: they do not have any Water Master and do not own any fishing pond, they just fish
individually in the river with their pirogue and collectively in the Rhimabés’ fishing pond (c.f.
Annex 3).
3.2.6.1 The farming activity
The food insecurity of the Rhimabés is striking, their rice production covers only two months
of needs. In the past, they cleared flooded forests to cultivate rice but now the Department
Eaux & Forêt looks after it and requires a tax for cutting wood: it costs 7,500 FCFA for three
ha of wood. Even though they dug two canals between a secondary branch from the Niger
river and their fields they do not manage to get sufficient water into their fields (c.f. Figure
21). One of these two canals required 150 men working during two months. Furthermore, a
weed has invaded their land and grasshoppers damaged sometimes their rice production. To
express their frustrations, they compare the situation before the Grande Sécheresse and
nowadays by exaggerating the reality. “In the past by sowing 20-30 bags (of 100kg) of rice
seeds they could get hundred millions of bags (of 100kg) and now some farmers get even not
one bag (of 100kg)” (personal communication, 27/06/2008). They have not diversified their
cropping pattern because of a lack of capital, a lack of equipments (e.g. tractor and water
pump), a lack of seeds and “tiredness” of human and animals. Besides, none pond is arranged
to farm a diversified cropping system as it is present in Guidio-Saré for example (c.f. Annex
7).
3.2.6.2 The fishing activity
The current Rhimabés’ strategy to face their food insecurity is to arrange fishing ponds for
their fish resources. By participating in collective fisheries, with their two-arm-net, they
manage to provide some extra food and finally only six months per year is insecure. There is
no fisher association, only the chieftain takes the decision to fish one or another pond based
on his experience.
The professional Bozo fishers join them for collective fisheries and in this way, they cover
eight months of needs. This shows clearly that the fish production obtained in these ponds is
quite high. They exploit the Niger river quite intensively, in fact, each family has maybe 4-6
pirogues. Its fish production has decreased and some species have disappeared (c.f. Annex 8).
They have not taken any initiatives to sustain their fish resource in the Niger river by making
protected areas, organizing a committee or controlling the fishing practices, because ‘fish
come from the sky, they come they leave, we can just try to fish them’. It is obviously clear
that this community has neither any environmental awareness nor knowledge about fish
management. It leads to a negative loop on the reduction of fish habitat, wild fish stock and
indirectly to enclosed fish stock. To increase their food security they cultivate some rice in the
surrounding floodplain (c.f. Figure 21). However, they recognize the need of loans to repair or
buy new equipments.
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3.2.6.3 The cattle breeding activity
Around these ponds, the bourgou grow, supporting, on one side, the biodiversity of fish (fish
habitat and enclosed fish stock) and of bird (bird feeding area), and on the other side, the
cattle breeding activity (c.f. Figure 21). It has a positive impact on the fish and cattle
productions and so enhances fishers’ and cattle breeders’ livelihoods.
This bourgou is a collective property and surrounded by a few private places owned by
Dioros. During the flood, cattle breeders harvest the bourgou to feed their bendi animals and
small ruminants. The policy is that locals do not have to pay to graze their cattle contrarily to
strangers who have to make a contract with the Dioro. It seems that this year was not
favourable for bourgou production so there is not enough bourgou to cover cattle needs. The
solution taken by the herders is to buy fodder with a cost of 5,000 to 10,000 FCFA for 50 kg,
which can feed 10 cows for 2-5 days or a little bite longer when mixed with bourgou.
Nevertheless, there is not any initiative of bourgou regeneration because when a foreigner
pays the entrance to the private bourgou it can graze overall the collective territory. The price
of an animal varies with its fat degree, this year a plump two-year-cow would be sold at
100,000 FCFA and a slim one at 50,000 FCFA on the local market. The dairy production is
between 0.5 and 1l/cow/day. When they are not able to cover the needs of their family herders
sell one of their cattle. This global strategy does not put much pressure on land resources and
neither on fish resources, as there is not so much bourgou state degradation. Cattle breeders
face a lack of bourgou because its area is too limited compared to the area required for
feeding their herds.
3.2.6.4 The women situation
The women association received the rice husker and a small micro-credit against the
plantation of 600 Acacia kirkii trees on one ha (c.f. Figure 14). Already 775 plants were alive
in June 2008. In this village, women went to collect seeds of Acacia kirkii from the
surrounding area, and then boiled them to, as they said; increase their germination rate
(personal communication, 24/06/2008). Then, instead of installing a large fence around the
plot women installed a prickly barrier around each plant. Nevertheless, these prickly bushes
attract termites causing some losses. This women association has also a Bio-rights
mechanism of 1,5 millions FCFA taken as a loan, which will become a payment if the
reforestation is successful. At this time, this loan is shared between two groups who receive
an amount successively and use it for trading of fish and clothes mainly. After the assessment
of the project, they would like to install electricity in the village and then save the electricity
fees on a bank account. Furthermore, to increase their profit from the reforestation activity
they want to sell the seeds of Acacia kirkii, which is recognized as a traditional medicine. A
committee of women was created to manage the rice husker. WI and other organizations
involved several women in literacy and accounting trainings to empower them and make them
independent from men, which was not the case at the beginning due to women illiteracy.
There is no gardening activity developed by WI but there is a garden supported by another
project where onions, tomatoes, ladyfingers, cassavas, sweet potatoes, eggplants, maize,
salads, cabbages and beetroots are grown.
The common strategy of the Rhimabé families is the rural exodus of youth to city for working
and sending back some cash. However, in the near future, it may possible that a fishing pond
could be arranged with a canal and excavation to improve the fish production (funded by a
NGO). For the Bozo community, as they have not any right, they will just exploit the pond
without being involved in its management. The Rhimabés will be the principal beneficiary,
which seem understandable as they face stronger food insecurity than the Bozos (c.f. Figure
21 and Annex 7).
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Figure 21: Beneficial groups from the restoration activities linked to their livelihood strategies in the case
of Sévéri
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Chapter 4

What can be learned?

The project of WI addresses some critical issues through the restoration activities providing
more room for the biodiversity as well as increasing the capacity of the ecosystem to provide
its provisioning services to the local communities. This chapter comes back to the initial
hypotheses, described in the following list, to provide an idea on the effectiveness of the
project on the re-balancing of the ecosystem services.
H1: restoration activities will improve the state of the ecosystem effectively.
H2: resources’ availability and reliability will increase for local communities.
H3: exploitation of provisioning services can go hand in hand with the improvement of
biodiversity.
H4: water users’ livelihood will be at least maintained, if not improved.
H5: community well-being will be increased.
H6: food security at local communities scale will be increased.
Then, there is a description for each different scenario to understand the interdependence
between the community livelihood strategies, the responses and its feedbacks on the situation.
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4.1 Reaching the expectations?
Due to natural and human drivers, cumulating with past impact loops, local communities have
faced food insecurity for a long time already. They have developed a kind of strategy to try to
resolve their difficulties: expanding and diversifying their activities over their territory to
maximize the use of the resources (c.f. Figure 17). That has lead to degradations and loss of
several resources and of their provisioning services. The reduction of bourgou area and the
degradation of its state by rice extension, by overgrazing, by fish habitat-damaging practices
has itself provoked a loss of fish habitat and so a reduction of fish stocks. The allocation of
ponds to farming instead of fishing has increased the loss of fish habitat. As the main birds
coming in the IND are fish-eaters, their populations have also been touched. Then, the
reduction of flooded forest resources has caused the reduction of fish reproduction area and of
bird nesting area, both resources have seen their biodiversities decrease. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider the impact of these degradations on the different livelihood strategies
implemented by the local communities. With fishers, supplementary or professional, a loss of
fish resources lead to a reduced fish production so to a decrease of their livelihood. They
have extended into farming or intensified their fishing (negative loops on fish resources).
Farmers who were unable to increase their productivity and faced food shortage have also
decided to extend either into fishing (supplementary fishers) or into cattle breeding. They
intensify pressures on bourgou and fish resources. Cattle breeders have neither really
modified their activity nor diversified their income-generating activities. Still their livelihood
is under pressure as the bourgou grazing areas have decreased. For the moment, the
ownership of bourgou by Dioro restricts the rehabilitation of bourgou on these lands and
highlights the need of collective bourgou to enhance its conservation. The new elected
committees (in Guidio and Akka) controlling the exploitation of bourgou by herders and
fishers replace the customary manager in his role quite well. On the fisheries side, the Water
Master plays his role in the sustainable management of fish resource well and supports local
conventions on fishing practices and temporal protected areas. As there is not any Land
Master in the visited villages, it is hard to know who has the official right to exploit it and to
take decision over it.
The approach of WI is to rehabilitate several resources in one area linked to the main
livelihood strategies present in the village to ensure an increase in food security, decrease in
competition over resources and so sustain the biodiversity (c.f. section 2.5). The Bio-right
mechanism supports the development of economic alternatives for women and rewards them
for the reforestation activities, which do not bring any economic return but are necessary for
bird habitat. It also plays an important role in the social mobilisation process to gather people
around a same activity. Nevertheless, as restoration activities require hard labour work,
especially for women who had to irrigate trees, they are seen as a constraint. After few
months of the project, women organizations considered that the amount of money received
through the micro-credits system during the phase one of the WI program was not enough
(c.f. Figure 13): women organizations are too big; women have to wait their turn for getting a
reasonable amount of money. Moreover, the reimbursement is monthly which makes time
really short for them to yield the investment. The explanation is that all involved sides (head
of the village, mayor and WI) considered two factors in the determination of Bio-rights
amount: the number of women participating in the reforestation program and their capacity to
yield the profit to not burden them too much. For example, in some villages, the business is
more successful than in others (less enclave village, more inhabitants, etc) so the loan could
be increased. One would expect that this approach gives expectedly opportunity to anyone to
develop income-generating business until the project assessment and final payment of the
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Bio-rights (personal communication, 23/09/2008). However, people first want to see it they
will really get the capital at the end of the project, and before that they won't even start
thinking how this money could be used to improve their livelihoods.
H1: Restoration activities improve the state of the ecosystem. It is obvious for bourgou
regeneration that an increase in bourgou area also increases the fish habitat and the bird
feeding habitat. However, as the fish and bird biodiversities has not been assessed yet it is not
yet possible to determine the impact of this project on the biodiversity criterion. The time
span is not long enough yet to really assess that impact. In the case of the forested wetlands,
as the trees are still too young and only one hectare of reforestation is implemented in each
village, it makes its assessment difficult and its impact would be limited if the area is not
enlarged. The rehabilitation of the fishing pond has at least led to the re-introduction of two
previously diminished fish species (c.f. section 3.2.5.1). As the fish habitat is widened its wild
and enclosed stocks should have been increased which is connected to the second hypothesis:
the availability and reliability of the resources.
H2: The availability and reliability of resources has been improved for some actors.
The bourgou regeneration has a threefold benefit as it provide feed for cattle, resting area for
fish and fishing area for birds. Based on that, the cattle breeders’ and fishers’ livelihoods
should improve. Moreover, it supports the bird biodiversity (c.f. Figure 11).
The rehabilitation of a fishing pond would facilitate the growth of fish thus increase the
enclosed fish stock and so improve fish production. Moreover, it is also a good way to keep
fishers in one place and to limit their expansion to other ponds (case of Kakagnan).
Nowadays, fisheries are concentrated mainly on North African catfish and Nile perch in the
river as well as in the pond; this can be improved by the restoration activities.
A pond with low fish productivity can be allocated to another purposes as farming. As
nowadays, farmers (belonging to the Malinké and the Rhimabés ethnicities) are commonly
supplementary fishers, even if they are not direct beneficiaries from WI project (KakagnanBozo, Akka and Guidio), their livelihood will also be improved through the bourgou
regeneration. In addition, as the farmer’s livelihood improves, their food insecurity decreases
so they will be less inclined to expand their rice field at the cost of bourgou or flooded forest.
This leads again for a reinforcement of cattle production, fish resources and bird biodiversity.
In some places, local conventions, mainly based on old traditions (c.f. section 2.4), control the
management of the resources and sustain them by protecting the resources during its crucial
developing period before allowing its exploitation. It reinforces the reliability of resources on
a long-term phase. For example, fishing ponds are fished only at the end of the receding phase
to let fish grow; cattle’s grazing in bourgou is allowed only during the receding phase when
bourgou is mature; and there are regulations on woodcutting in flooded forest. In parallel,
even if it is a small area with a low impact, reforestation of Acacia kirkii, preferential tree for
birds, strengthens the bird biodiversity. The development of income-generating activities for
women empowers them by enabling them to earn money on their own. Gardening produces
fresh vegetables, mainly consumed by the family, which improves the diet and food security.
Furthermore, in Guidio the drinking water is more reliable for women than in the past due to
the new well, dug in the WI garden.
H3: A first observation shows that local communities started to modify their livelihood
strategies, even before the WI project came. They did not move their exploitation of the
ecosystem services from provisioning to supporting services, as a trade-off, but from one
overexploited to two or three exploited services: e.g. from only fishing to fishing and farming
(fisher + supplementary farmer). Even though we can consider the involved local
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communities aware about their surroundings and their potential, their way of exploiting the
ecosystem is not really modernised. People keep their traditional way of exploitation: herders
still want to increase the size of their herds; farmers have not modified their cropping systems
(e.g. floating rice vs. paddy rice) or their methods of cultivating. It is necessary to implement
accompanying measures with organizational and equipment facilities to increase productivity
and reinforce the conservation of the existing and future resources. Furthermore, to fix actors
to their allocated land some extra arrangements may be necessary to link to the needs and
strategies of the communities. At Guidio, the Wengo pond producing food for the
municipality needs to get a canal to ensure a good water depth and inundated time to cultivate
at least rice. Nevertheless, it is said that only the feasibility report has cost 78 millions of
FCFA, which would induce a high investment for implementing the project. To decrease the
pressure on that pond another pond producing rice already can also be intensified in its
cropping patterns: for instance, the Malé pond (Djonkoro-Bamakaye), on Guidio municipality
territory. At Akka, women complain they do not have enough wood for household purposes,
which could lead to with some illegal cut in forest.
H4: The livelihood of involved actors at least is maintained by their participation in WI
project. For the herders, it is obvious that they have been able to access more and closer
bourgou, which lead to a better survival rate per herd, and better meat and milk produce
(“milk feeds the family”) and to a better market price for animals. When there is grass, the
price increases because herders prefer to keep their cattle rather than to sell them and the
cattle are fatter. However, due to external hazards (animal attacks), the socio-economic
impact of gardening is unclear. Furthermore, as it was the first year since that activity was
introduced, it is too young to be assessed (some villages have produced vegetables for a while
even before the support of WI but at a smaller scale or without nearby water access or
supported by another project). However, women reinforced the fence, dug holes when
necessary and developed good ideas for cultivating: small plots, combination of two crops per
plots (e.g. maize and haricot). The diversification of income-generating activities seems also a
good strategy to maintain the livelihood by optimizing the exploitation of the available
resources. Nevertheless, conflicts can occur between, for example, supplementary and
professional fishers, as they do not have the same right over the fish resources. This is what
happened at Kakagnan between the Bozo/Somono and the Rhimabés ethnicities when the
Rhimabés wanted to have the same intensive fishing practices as the others (c.f. section
3.2.5.4).
Although WI has developed different income-generating alternatives for women, for the
moment communities have adopted only gardening and business. Another alternative is
poultry, but there is neither technical support nor training for them. Some women tried on
their own but all failed due to some chicken diseases killing their poultry.
H5: The first improvement of well-being in the community is the solidarity between different
socio-professional groups: “all together around the same project”, supported by the bio-right
mechanism. People feel responsible and do not want to fail. Women organizations are
strengthened by the fact that they have the responsibility.
H6: The food security is improved linked to different scenarios:
- with the creation of the cereal bank: easy and reliable access to rice; lower price
than on the market (c.f. section 3.2.5.2);
- with the bourgou regeneration: better milk production and higher meat production
so better economic returns (c.f. sections 3.2.3.1);
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-

and, with the rehabilitation of the fishing pond: as it is the first year where the
fishery is followed up by WI, it is hard to evaluate if the fish size, quality and
production have increased.
It is important at the same time to ensure a good market price, high enough at least to
maintain the livelihood of the beneficiaries.
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4.2 … And by looking at the cases one by one?
The case of Kakagnan clearly shows the relations between the different rehabilitation
activities and the expectations on livelihood and biodiversity conservation. The direct
beneficiaries are professional fishers (Bozo & Somono people) who are also supplementary
farmers (c.f. Figure 20). Around the village, there is no collective bourgou (Dioro) and there
is no real possibility for bourgou regeneration that is why in the project the choice was made
to rehabilitate the fishing pond to reinforce the sustainability of fish resources. Even though
nothing is done to improve the farming situation (equipment, seeds or formation), as
professional farmers (the Rhimabés) are also supplementary fishers their livelihood would
also be improved by the WI project. In addition, as the farmer’s livelihood increases their
food insecurity decreases so they may be less inclined to expand their rice field in the cost of
bourgou or flooded forest, which in turn leads to a reinforcement of fish resources.
Nevertheless, the Rhimabés claim that their traditional fishing practices are limiting their
potential economic return by fishing in the river. The next step, formalizing local conventions,
will be extremely important to bring peace in the village and sustainability in the resource
exploitation. Fish production, so fishers’ livelihoods are expected to improve, making
communities less dependent on local rice production. If fish production were high enough,
professional fishers would hire people for rice harvesting bringing again secondary economic
development in the community. To make sure that there will not be any food shortage, WI
and the men committee created a cereal bank (c.f. Annex 6). This results in a stronger
independence of cereal production and so decrease the need to expand farming lands over
bourgou resources reinforcing fish habitat and stocks. Finally, instead of having a vicious
spiral of degradation, there is a positive spiral with each rehabilitation activity supporting
each other. An initiative from the local community should be to find a way to stop animal
foraging on the Naouré N’gari pond to decrease damages on cereal productions.
In Akka, the actors are quite similar: the professional farmers (belonging to Malinké
ethnicity) are supplementary fishers and vice versa for the professional fishers (belonging to
Bozo ethnicity). The regeneration of bourgou on collective land supports cattle breeders’ and
fishers’ livelihoods and bird biodiversity (c.f. Figure 19). Everyone is involved and,
participating and are benefitting directly from the WI project (c.f. Annex 5). Here, instead of
fishing in a limited pond it is in the Débo lake, which due to its size does not need any
rehabilitation activities. No one complains about the different fishing practices used in the
river/lake: a local convention on fisheries, grazing and wood cutting in and around the
Akkagoun flooded forest regulates all activities. It strengthens bird biodiversity and fish
resources with the expectation to improve fishers’ livelihood. The cattle breeders’ livelihood
(belonging to Peul ethnicity) is strengthened by increasing the cattle survival rate. A cereal
bank is not required in this case due to the presence of other projects supporting the food
security of the community like the irrigated rice perimeter (AFAR) and support for gardening
(Pas de Pêche). Furthermore, in the future a fishing pond may be arranged to increase fish
production leading to a stronger food security of the Malinkés’ and the Bozos’ people.
Women have not benefitted from a micro-credit with WI but a banking system may be
installed in Youwarou, from where Akka’s population can get involved.
In Guidio, each ethnicity is still focusing on its traditional activity, which leads to a narrower
impact on the different livelihoods than in other visited villages (c.f. Annex 4). Nevertheless,
bourgou regeneration is beneficial for cattle breeders (belonging to the Peul) as well as fishers
(belonging to the Bozo). Even if, in this case, cattle breeders complain about fishing practices
damaging their bourgou, both groups will refer to local conventions and should be able to
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resolve this conflict. Luckily, on women side, all ethnicities are sitting around the same table
for reforestation and gardening showing the way for future integrated actions. The bourgou
grows on the Débo lake where it is the most inconvenient to cultivate rice and as a result there
is not any competition between these two land uses. Furthermore, for cultivating rice, an
arranged pond exists and supports the whole community of Guidio village at least (c.f. Figure
18). A discussion of a canal for ensuring a suitable flood has already started but due to a high
probability of silting-up, nothing has been done yet. Farmers (belonging to the Songhai
ethnicity) have started to extend into cattle breeding, they may think about fishing as well. It
is necessary to consider their perspective to adapt the project towards the goal of bringing the
highest well-being to the community.
In Sévéri, the land and pond are owned by the Rhimabés’ ethnicity earning money from both
farming and fishing activities. In fact, all of their ponds are used for fishing due to their high
productivities (c.f. Figure 21). Professional fishers are still belonging to the Bozo ethnicity,
and even if they do not have any rights over the fish resource, through their intensive fishing
practices, they manage to cover their needs better than the Rhimabés people. Due to the nonparticipation of the Bozo fishers in the WI project, the fish wild stock faces strong pressures
without any regulations or monitoring to sustain its resource. As there is not diversification in
cropping pattern, only rice, when the cattle (owned by Peul people) move back from
transhumance they are the only land user. The rice husker facilitates the involvement of
women in the reforestation activity by decreasing their working time.
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4.3 It is not a blueprint
Local communities do not have any accounting activities on their production or economical
return (what is earned during the day is used the same evening to buy food for the family =
day-to-day survival). Besides this, it is hard to find people who know the standards measuring
units (hectares, kilograms, and litres) and as a result, there is little numeric data available.
Furthermore, it is recognized locally that people like to exaggerate numbers to “tell a greater
story”, except for cattle number, which is used to calculate taxes. In the visited institutions,
due to a lack of resources there was also little numeric data, however, estimated numbers were
available.
There is a discussion going on about a new asphalt road linking Mopti to Timbuktu and
crossing close to or going through Akka (personal communication, 5/06/2008). This would
increase the market access for the products in the area as well as increase the reliability of
some equipments missing for the local community. Furthermore, the discussion about the
creation of bank system with micro-credit should facilitate the development of incomegenerating activities to the community of Akka. These two potential modernizations would
certainly change the social-economic situation of Akka, however, it is unknown if they are
really going to be implemented or not and when.
The results obtained through this research are strongly dependent on the livelihood strategies
used by the local communities and may not be representative for all cases throughout the
IND. In some places, like in a village called Toguéré-Cumbé, bird hunting is also a protein
source and/or a common income source. A specific approach should be implemented to
consider this distinct pressure on the ecosystem. A workshop, initiated by WI, including all of
the concerned actors (catchers, dealers, eco-guards, nature conservation NGO, etc) took place
in July 2008 to promote biodiversity and its sustainable exploitation. Its impact should be
assessed within the coming years.
By looking at the case of Kakagnan, where the Rhimabés, professional farmers and
supplementary fishers, try to vindicate a non-traditional fishing right to face their food
insecurity, a weak point of the project can be noticed. The strategy of WI is to focus on the
ecosystem component having the highest ecological potentialities for biodiversity (e.g.
bourgou, fishing pond and reforestation of Acacia kirkii). Farming area does not have high
importance in the bird or fish production cycle (c.f. Figure 11). However, farmers are also
users of the natural resources belonging to the village and exploit the provisioning services,
which put pressure on the state of the ecosystem (c.f. Figure 3). For example, as the yield of
farming productions is low the Rhimabé farmers are incentive to diversify their livelihood by
fishing, leading to exacerbate the existing pressure on the fish resource and, in that case, to an
ethnic conflict. A wider approach, including all users of the territory should be formulated to
really integrate all actors in the natural resources management and ensure its sustainability in
a long-term perspective.
Finally, the main uncertainty of the sustainability of this project is related to the scale of the
activities, which is community-based, and does not deal with the water management at the
watershed level. These communities are still strongly depending on the flood, its water depth
and inundated time (c.f. Annex 1). That means any action taken upstream influencing the
flood in IND (e.g. increasing water diversion for irrigated area, new infrastructures on the
river) will affect the life at community level, the biodiversity and thus the success of this
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project (c.f. section 2.1). The others water users: electricity companies, transport companies,
cities and industries need an as stable and constant flow as possible throughout the year. This
is completely the opposite of what rural communities require within the IND, linked to their
livelihood strategies, a variation of water depth with a flood and recession phase to be able to
exploit land and water resources (Jérôme et al., 2007). Moreover, as the Niger river is a
transboundary watershed (c.f. Figure 4), agreements with downstream countries may interfere
in the flood management in the IND and in its allocation for local communities (case of the
Nile river). The needs of rural communities, not only from IND but all along the Niger river
living in a similar way, should move up to the decision making process and be integrated in
the Niger management to ensure the livelihood approach of this biodiversity conservation and
poverty alleviation program.
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4.4 Conclusion
The combination of the Bio-right mechanism with restoration activities has considerable
impacts on the state of the ecosystem: expanded or maintained fish habitats in a better shape
than before are visible in the four visited villages. This directly leads to a higher availability
and reliability of resources: it has become quite clear that an increase in bourgou, state and
area, leads to an increase of cattle production and thus cattle breeders’ livelihoods improve.
The bourgou expansion and rehabilitation enlarges fish habitats and could lead to in an
increase of fish stock and thus fish production. Bird biodiversity, mainly composed by fisheater bird, would also certainly follow the same positive trend. Further ecological assessments
should be implemented to verify this. Linked to the livelihood strategies found in each village,
the beneficial group comprises different actors belonging to different ethnicities: bourgou
supports the livelihood of cattle breeders (Peul people mainly and secondly cattle investors
belonging to the Malinké and the Bozo/Somono ethnicities) and of professional and
supplementary fishers (Bozo/Somono ethnicities and Rhimabés/Malinké ethnicities
respectively). As supplementary fishers are also professional farmers, their pressures on the
land should decrease letting more alternatives for the future uses of the land: expansion of
bourgou, reforestation or diversification of the cropping pattern. Nevertheless, insight in land
rights, customary resource management and traditional practices should be deepened to
completely understand what the potential future uses of this “new unexploited land” are.
Some traditional practices, as the fishing two-arm net of the Rhimabés is less effective than
the fishing big net of the Somono/Bozo fishers, discriminating an ethnicity from another one
in making a living from an activity. To not interfere in this cultural affairs it might be
important to bring alternatives to the discriminated ethnicity linked to his/her traditional
activity to “rebalanced” his/her chance to sustain his/her livelihood. For example, by
widening a farming pond with the digging of a canal or pumping water to ensure a good flood
supporting the rice production as well as the diversification of the cropping pattern. Some
solar pumps are under research. Another idea can be the arrangement of farming lands in the
floodplain in a way that slows the recession wave and increases the inundated time to
lengthen farming time on the same land (e.g. land bounding). It may result in the introduction
of a paddy rice production following the floating rice production in the cropping calendar.
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Annex 1: Calendar of the farming, fishing and cattle breeding activities in relation to the flood regime in the IND
Common land uses
Month
Flood regime
Fish cycle & fisheries*
Farming
Gardening
May
Intensive fisheries in river
Fallow
Low tide
Motionless fishes
June
Intensive fisheries in pond
July
Lateral migration +
Cereals: rice,
August
reproduction of fishes
Flood
millet,
No fishery
September
October
sorghum,
Youth
Vegetables
November
maize
growth
December
Protected
January
areas =
Receding
Start of fisheries
Bean,
February
Fishes back into river
no fishery
phase
sweet potato,
March
peanut, etc
Intensive fisheries in river
April

Bourgou activities & cattle breeding
Bourgou sowing
and replanting
Bourgou growth
Bourgou
harvesting
Bourgou
growth

Grazing
Cattle outside
of IND
= transhumance
Way back from
transhumance
Grazing
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Annex 2: English and vernacular fish names of the most important fish species in IND (WI)
English name
Latin name
Bambara name
Sorogama name*
Characin
Alestes dentex
Foono
Baran
Brycinus leuciscus
Tineni
Deguerien
Nurse tetra
Brycinus nurse
Nzara kublé
Kien
Heterotis
Heterotis niloticus
Fana
Kondo
Bubu
Auchenoglanus occidentalis
Korokoto
Koodon
Tiger-fish
Hydrocynus brevis
Wulu djèkè
Sonnè
Hyperopisus bebe
Nana dakuru
Denne
Bayad
Bagrus bayad
Samudjé
Samou
Nile perch
Lates niloticus
Saalé
Yodien
African butter catfish
Schilbé mystus
Nguarifing
Sandien
Mango tilapia
Sarotherodon galilaeus
Ntébendjé
Kornonko
Bagrid catfish
Chrysichthys nigrodigitatus
Kèrèdjè
Bobora
Labeo senegalensis
Bamandjé
Kelo
Wahrindi
Synodontis schall
Konkonblen
Komo
Nile tilapia
Oreochromis niloticus
Ntebenfing
Kornoping
Moon fish
Citharinus citharus
Tala
Trinkou
Electric catfish
Malapterurus electricus
Ntigui
Nimbo
Globe fish
Tetraodon lineatus
Dodo
Poudrenden
Redbelly tilapia
Tilapia zilli
Taka ntèben
Saran
North African catfish
Clarias gariepinus
Manokofing
Siengou
Mormyrids
Mormyrus rume
Nandadjan
Wamu kossan
Blue tilapia
Oreochromis aureus
Kassa ntèben
Kornon
African catfish
Heterobranchus bidorsalis
Polyo
Tan

Songhai name
Sofakoreye
Sonani
Sofafena tehireye
Hindiéré
Dibar
Diawoye
Wassimédoungourou
Simbane
Hamidié
Nsanbaga
Debonana
Kefro
Korou
Salionhalla
Hani
Korkoudougou
Dessi
Wahda kossan
Tombo
Dessitchireye

Fufulde name*
Sofawou danedis
Loko
Sofawou daaba
Kondowou
Diharouré
Tchourowou
Wassi oioudohounko
Tchenebowou
Fignaré
Damdi
Bobro
Nbabawou
Hokonaré
Talladie
Madrawou
Pouloro
Lahou
Wassiwou dabohoundoko
Worê
Tamawou

Financé par Partners for Water réalisé par WI-Mali, RIZA-Rijkwaterstaat, Opération Pêche Mopti & le Ministère de l'Environnement & de l'Assainissement
English names get on http://www.fishbas e.org/

*Sorogama is for Bozo ethnic and Fufulde is for Peul ethnic
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Annex 3: Presentation of the studied villages with their activities
Town

Economic
activities
farming, fishing
& herds

Restoration
activities1 with WI

Agreement

Economic
activities

Débo lake, farming pond
& agricultural lands

Customary
manager
no,
just the chieftain

forested wetlands

1000 trees on 1ha
for 2 millions F CFA

micro-credits
& gardening

Peul & Rhimabé

bourgoutière
& Débo lake

no,
just the chieftain

herding
& farming

bourgou regeneration

20 ha for 1 million F
CFA & waterbird
protection

-

Malinké & Bozo,
Peul

bourgoutière,
forested wetlands,
Débo lake
& agricultural lands

Village

Chieftain

Ethnicities

Ecosystem(s)

Guidio-Saré

yes,
Sonraï

Sonraï, Bella,
Ambiri, Bozo, Umé

Guidio-Ouro

yes,
Peul

Déboye

Akka

yes,
some Dioros
& a Water Master

farming,
fishing &
herds

1000 trees on 1ha
micro-credits
for 10 millions F CFA & gardening

women organizations
committee
bourgou committee,
fisheries conventions
women organizations
committee

bourgou regeneration

3* (10 ha for 500,000
F CFA) & waterbird
protection

-

bourgou committee,
fisheries conventions &
protected areas

forested wetlands

600 trees on 1ha for
1.5 million F CFA

micro-credits
& gardening

women organizations
committee

cereal bank

local conventions,
cereal bank committee

yes,
Somono

Somono & Bozo,
Bella

fishing ponds, river &
agricultural lands

yes,
a Water Master

fishing,
farming &
pottery making

fishing pond

improvement of the
fish biodiversity for
3 million F CFA
(4 tons of rice)

Kakagnan-Peul2

yes,
Peul

Peul & Rhimabé

bourgoutière &
agricultural lands

yes,
several Dioros

herding & farming

no

-

no

no

Sévéri-Ouro

yes,
Rhimabé

Rhimabé & Peul

fishing ponds &
agricultural lands

yes,
several Dioros

farming, fishing &
herding

forested wetlands

600 trees on 1ha
for 1.5 million F CFA

micro-credits
& rice husker

rice husker committee
(women organization)

Sévéri-Bozo2

yes,
Bozo

Bozo

river & agricultural lands

yes,
a Water Master

fishing & farming

no

-

no

no

Kakagnan-Bozo

Dialloubé

yes,
Malinké

forested wetlands

Organizational
capacities

1
2

Forested wetlands are a women activity contrairely to bourgou regeneration and fishing pond which are men activities
These villages have not received any WI activities but are exploiting the natural resources of the territories
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Annex 4: The DPSIR analysis of Guidio with the restoration activities and their benefitting ethnicities
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Annex 5: The DPSIR analysis of Akka with the restoration activities and their benefitting ethnicities
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Annex 6: The DPSIR analysis of Kakagnan with the restoration activities and their benefitting ethnicities
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Annex 7: The DPSIR analysis of Sévéri with the restoration activities and their benefitting ethnicities
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Annex 8: Name list of the fish species considered disapeared by the interviewees in the four visited villages
Villages
Guidio
Akka
Kakagnan
Sévéri
fana
mogo
tian
fana
bolo
ta
konyo
galia
satiégué
entacono
tian-an-nao
pino
sotiégué
san
pino
konia
ciment
konyo
poisons serpents
zoya
pilo
konié
coumbo-coumbo
xobo
konya
Local names of
penete
dié
the
gambo
sogoro
fish species
bugaña
konboro
dije mporo
soboro
gopo
koñyo kuõ
nago
banakatira
nimu soõ
sãa/sãra

Annex 9: Characteristics of the collective fishery in the rehabilitated pond, Kakagnan in the end of July
2008 (collected by M. Siboulien and transmitted by M. Diallo)
Quantities in
Unit price in
Total amount
Species
kilograms
F CFA
in FCFA
North African catfish

507

200

101 400

Nile perch

33

1000

33000

Blue tilapia

709

100

70900

Wahrindi

15

100

1500

Bayad

6

125

750

Total

1270

-

207550

These information are based on the Kakagnan-Bozo’s fishing. The products fished by the
neighbourhood are not included.
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Annex 10: Indicators

Pêche (Pêcheurs, WI, Kodjo)
Nombre de pêcheurs
Nombre de sessions de pêche/an
Matériel de pêche, nombre/ pêcheur
Technique de pêche
Part de pratique de pêche illégale / pêche totale
Dégâts occasionnés sur l’écosystème
Conséquences ressenties sur la pêche (quantité, taille & espèces de poissons)
Nombre de pirogues/paniers… remplis
Nombre d’espèces de poissons
Nombre d’espèces disparues
Valeur économique/espèce
Quantité de poissons par rapport à avant WI
Part du revenu tiré de la vente de poissons sur le revenu total
Stratégie en cas de faible crue ? (calendrier de pêche, ensemencement, diversification, etc.)
Conventions, comité de contrôle & surveillance
Exploitation (« Maître des eaux », pêche collective, individuelle…)
Formation ?
Organisation de la filière (opinion)
Gestion de la pêche (opinion)
Restauration ? (naturelle, forcée, creusement d’un canal, ensemencement de l’étang, plantation
de bourgou, calendrier de pêche, technique de pêche, etc.)
Nombre de personnes impliquées dans la restauration (pourcentage)
Résultat espéré
Diversification des activités ? (capture d’oiseaux, agriculture, élevage, exode rurale, etc.)
Bio-right (WI)
Qui a fait la démarche (commune, village, association socioprofessionnel, WI) ?
Différence avec micro crédit : à la fin du projet si la restauration est un succès (plus de 75% de
réussite) le micro crédit devient un paiement (source : www.Bio-rights.org).
Inclusion ou exclusion du maraîchage
Dans le montant fixé par la convention de bio-right qu’est ce qui est pris en compte ?
Quel est ce montant ?
Qu’attendez-vous comme résultat concret de vos activités de restauration ?
Comment comptez-vous réutiliser la compensation financière à l’échelle de votre
communauté ou de votre association/groupe?
Sur quelle activité de restauration le bio-right est-il installé ?
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Élevage (Éleveurs, WI, Mao, ONG partenaires)
Nombre de têtes de bétail (permanents, transhumants)
Nombre d’éleveurs (permanents et transhumants)
Hectare de bourgou
Hectare de didéré
Hectare de bourgoutière
Méthode de prélèvement (fauchage, arrachage…)
Part de fauchage
Dégâts occasionnés sur l’écosystème
Conséquence(s) ressentie(s) sur l’élevage
Nombre de jours de pâturage
Charge optimal (opinion)
Taux de renouvellement
Taux de survie
Age à la vente
Prix de la carcasse/ animal vivant
Part du revenu tiré de la vente de bétails dans le revenu total
Exploitation (Dioro, pâturage collectif…)
Stratégie en cas de faible crue ? (effectif du cheptel, voies de transhumance, achat de bourgou,
etc.)
Contrôles, conventions, surveillance
Formation ?
Organisation de la filière (opinion)
Gestion du bourgou/bourgoutière (opinion)
Restauration ? (naturelle, forcée, calendrier d’entrée/de sortie, technique de prélèvement,
repiquage/bouturage, expansion du bourgou, etc.)
Nombre de personnes impliquées dans la restauration (pourcentage)
Résultat espéré
Diversification des activités ? (capture d’oiseaux, agriculture, pêche, exode rurale, etc.)
Difficultés (communautés)
Conflits agriculteurs –éleveurs
Conflits éleveurs –pêcheurs
Conflits agriculteurs –maraîchage
Conflits Dioros –commune
Coopération, coordination des ONG
Agriculture (agriculteurs, WI, ONG partenaires effectuant les formations)
Nombre d’agriculteurs (permanents et transhumants)
Nombre d’hectare de terre arable
Pratiques agricoles (semence, plantation, fertilisation, labour…)
Part de pratiques non durable
Dégâts occasionnés sur l’écosystème
Conséquence(s) ressenties sur la production agricole
Calendrier, rotation de cultures
But de production (autoconsommation, vente)
Part du revenu tiré de la vente de produits agricoles dans le revenu total
Exploitation (« Maître de la terre », collectif, individuel)
Présence d’une banque céréalière ?
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Stratégie en cas de faible crue ? (cultures, déboisement des bas-fonds, jachère, etc.)
Contrôles, conventions, surveillance
Formation ?
Organisation de la filière (opinion)
Gestion de la terre arable (opinion)
Dégâts d’oiseaux granivores ?
Restauration ? (naturelle, forcée, calendrier/rotation, pratiques agricoles, etc.)
Nombre de personnes impliquées dans la restauration (pourcentage)
Résultat espéré
Diversification des activités ? (capture d’oiseaux, élevage, pêche, exode rurale, etc.)
Maraîchage
Nombre de personnes concernées
Taille de la zone concernée
Nombre de plantes
Espèces, rotation de culture
Pratiques de maraîchage
Nombre de puits
But de la production (vente, autoconsommation, etc.)
Présence de protection autour du périmètre ?
Investissement (micro crédit, collective, individuel, etc.)
Forêt inondée
Causes du déboisement
Dégâts occasionnés sur l’écosystème
Conséquence(s) ressenties par la communauté
Exploitation (« Maître de la forêt », collectif, individuel)
Stratégie en cas de faible crue (déboisement, plantation de riz…) ?
Contrôles, conventions, surveillance
Formation ?
Organisation de la filière (opinion)
Gestion de la forêt (opinion)
Restauration ? (naturelle, forcée, etc.)
Taille de la zone concernée par la restauration
Nombre de personnes impliquées dans la restauration (pourcentage)
Espèce replantée
Taux de survie actuel des replantés
Résultat espéré
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Annex 11: List of interviewees with their
responsibilities

Guidio – interpreter: Amadou Sidibé
Interviews with the bourgou-regeneration
committee
Chieftain of the village
Demba Bari (In charge of replanting
activities)
Amania Madou (former Vétérinaire Sans
Frontière)
Boura Touré
Amadou Touré (President)
2 others men
Interviews with the farmer group
Abdoulaman Traoré (Chieftain of the
village and President of the group)
8 others men
Interviews with the women coordination
Fatoumata Cissé (President of Sami
association)
Kadia Traoré (Treasurer of Sami
association)
Assita Sonpho (Second secretariat of Sami)
Aidra Traoré (President of Kosikoy
association)
Ti Kopo (Organizer of Kosikoy association)
Pulo Kido (Organizer of Kosikoy
association)
Penda Diepa (Treasurer of Omar Dougou
association)
Foné Sopha (Treasurer of Umi)
Comba Cissé (Organizer of Umi)

Akka – interpreter: Alpha Fofana
Interviews with the women coordination
Sayo Cissé (President of Diama association)
Dado Kanta (President of Kaboudemon
association)
Yanaba Kamenta (President of Demba
Niouma association)
Yayi Babi (President of Algassouhba
association)
6 others women
Interviews with the fishers association
Damonno
Kassim Konta (President)
Issa Kampo
Aly Komou
Amady Kamia
Ngolo Tiaw
Interviews with the bourgou-regeneration
committee
Demba Touré (President)
Issa Idra (Vice-president)
Mohammet Touré (administrative
secretariat)
Samba Traoré (Treasurer)
Samba Combo (In charge of fisheries)
Oussam Touré (Organizer)
Alpha Fofana (In charge of environment)
Guissam Maiga (Monitoring activities)
Interviews about farming
Alpha Fofana
Mohammet Touré

Interview about fisheries
Douda sanan Koua (Mayor of Guidio and
experimented fisher)
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Kakagnan – Interpreter: Oumarou
Bilankoro
Interviews with women coordination
Dicko Bilakoro (President of Guémaï
association)
Affo Tiamouka (Guémaï association)
Fatoumata Konta (Guémaï association)
1 other woman (Guémaï association)
Koumba Konta (President of Diamnati
association)
Yessa Konta (Diamnati association)
Aminata Pamanta (Diamnati association)
3 other women (Diamnati association)
Interviews with cereal bank & fishing pond
committees
Ama Kebe (Honorific president)
Sambadio Kebe (President)
Hama Siboulien (Administrative secretariat)
Sidike Kebe (Treasurer)
Bama Tiao (Auditor)
Mamou Bilakoro (Organizational secretariat
Nouhoum bala Kebe (Conflict resolution
secretariat)
Sekou saoudi Tienta (Project relations)
Moussa Bilakoro (Information secretariat)
Kamani Konta (Female relations secretariat)

Sévéri – Interpreter: Paul Kodio
Interviews with the women association
Dianwari Séweri
Wandé Diallo (President)
Aichata Landoure
Fatoumata Dembele
Interviews with farmers
5 men
Interviews with herders
6 men
Interviews with fishers
5 men

Institutions at Sévaré & Mopti
Livestock Regional Department – M. So
Fisheries Regional Department - M. Konaté
(Regional director) and M. Coulibali
(Fishing consultant)
IER – Amaga Kodio (Program director for
fish resources)

Interviews about bourgou
Boukar Cissé (Advisor at Kakagnan-Ouro
village)
A Dioro
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Annex 12: Agreement-protocols between Wetlands International and its socio-professional partners
(associations, town boards, micro-credit financier)
Town board
Town board
As it is mentioned in the law N° 95 034 of the April, 12th 1995 focusing on the territorial communities in the
Republic of Mali and fixing the tasks of the Mayor, particularly in the article 44, appointing him/her as the
master for any development action in his/her town and in relation to the conclusions of the meeting between WI
and the town board, undertakes to:
- support WI in the execution of the decided activities in his/her town in the frame of the poverty
alleviation program in the Inner Niger Delta;
- advise the management committee in the activities to implement;
- be the intermediary and responsible of WI with the beneficiaries;
- follow up and provide attended report on the implemented activities in his/her town each threemonth.
Wetlands International
As it is mentioned in the objectives of the poverty alleviation program in the Inner Niger Delta (PRPDIN) WI
undertakes to:
- accompany the mayor in the implementation of the town development plan;
- identify within the PDSEC of the town some eligible activities link to the present project, identify
socio-professional groups and request the approbation of the town board for their implementation;
- fund decided activities through the mayor office;
- put in mayor’s disposal an lump amount of YYY Francs CFA by three-month paid after providing
attended report.
Reforestation
As it is mentioned in the town environmental action plan of Y, the woman collective:
- Undertakes to implement an activity in favour of the ecosystem on their community territory;
- Undertakes to reforest X ha of land with plants paid by their own funds;
- For the reforestation, they undertake to focus on local species;
- The site would have the highest ecological potentialities;
- Undertakes to irrigate, to care and to monitor their plants on their owns;
- Has the duty to ask assistance to all local or technical services when they judge it necessary to
success in this activity.
Wetlands International
As it is mentioned in the objectives of the poverty alleviation program in the Inner Niger Delta (PRPDIN) WI
undertakes to:
- accompany the woman collective in her reforestation activity;
- facilitate micro-credit access for those women gathered in association for the closest
funder/bank/micro-credit financier;
- evaluate the result of the activity at the end of the project;
- and, attribute a fund of ZZZ Francs CFA at this women collective in case of success, in addition to
the access of credit. In case of disaster (less than 25% of success), any fund would be attributed.
Between these two extremes, WI-Sévaré keeps their right to attribute only a proportional amount of
the total fund, in relation to the percentage of success (25%, 50% or 75%), to this women
collective.
Management committee of bourgou
As it is mentioned town environmental action plan of Y, the management committee:
- undertakes to implement an activity in favour of the ecosystem on their community territory;
- undertakes to protect water birds nesting in the bourgou by preventing their catchments, their egg
picking and any disturbances in the bourgoutière;
- undertakes to create in the bourgoutière the conditions for a better restoration of the biodiversity;
- and, has the duty to ask assistance to all local or technical services when they judge it necessary to
success in this activity.
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Wetlands International
As it is mentioned in the objectives of the poverty alleviation program in the Inner Niger Delta (PRPDIN) WI
undertakes to:
- accompany the local community in the extension of the bourgoutière;
- attribute a fund of ZZZ Francs CFA at this management committee for the extension of the
bourgoutière in the benefice of the villagers;
- follow up and evaluate the activity of water birds protection in the bourgoutière at the end of the
project.
Rice husker
Wetlands International
As it is mentioned in the objectives of the poverty alleviation program in the Inner Niger Delta (PRPDIN) WI
undertakes to:
- assist the communities of the village W through its women;
- put at women’s disposal a rice husker that they would have to manage for the benefice of their
village;
- reinforce the women capacity in the rice husker management;
- follow up the rice husker management and evaluate its impact on the village and especially women.
Women collective
As it is mentioned in the town environmental action plan of Y, the woman collective undertakes to:
- reforest X plants as a compensatory activity for the rice husker combined with the Bio-rights;
- install a management committee for the rice husker;
- set to work for the good functioning and good management of the rice husker.
Management and monitoring committees of a forest
Wetlands International
As it is mentioned in the objectives of the poverty alleviation program in the Inner Niger Delta (PRPDIN) and in
conformity with the PDSEC of K-town and its environmental action plan, undertakes to:
- assist the communities of several villages in the rehabilitation of the pond;
- initiate a frame of dialogue between the different users of the pond;
- participate into the restoration of the forest through the reforestation of X ha;
- participate into the natural restoration of the forest through the
- support the management committee in the elaboration of a local convention.
Chieftain collective
As it is mentioned in the town environmental action plan of Y, the chieftain collective undertakes to:
- install a management committee and a monitoring committee on the forest;
- accompany WI in the natural resources restoration within their borders;
- inform and aware all actors involved in the management and exploitation of local resources;
- elaborate a local convention for a sustainable management of the natural resources of and around
the pond.
Fishing pond
Town board
As it is mentioned in the town environmental action plan of Y, the town board:
- undertakes to implement an activity in favour of the ecosystem on their community territory;
- the community undertakes to develop a fishing pond to breed fish in a suitable way;
- the community undertakes to ensure the maintenance and the defence of their fishing pond on their
owns;
- has the duty to ask assistance to all local or technical services when they judge it necessary to
success in this activity.
Wetlands International
As it is mentioned in the objectives of the poverty alleviation program in the Inner Niger Delta (PRPDIN) WI
undertakes to:
- accompany the community of the village Z in the realisation of the fishing pond;
- put in villagers’ disposal a cereal bank with a value of XXX Francs CFA and to require the
installation of a management committee;
- follow up and evaluate the compensatory activity at the end of the project.
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Annex 13: Different fishing methods present in the Inner Niger Delta and their impact on the fish
habitats and stocks

An experienced fisher explained me those methods and a report of the Fisheries Regional Department
at Mopti described their impacts (Konaté).
1. Filet moyen dormant - Middle sleeping net
It is a net with large stitches, 2-3 fingers width which crosses the river perpendicularly to the flow. It
is positioned during the evening and collected the morning from a pirogue.
2. Filet à petites mailles moyen dormant - Middle sleeping net with small stitches
It has the same functioning as the previous one but because of the small stitches (less than 2 fingers)
this one fish also fries (alevins). That method has negative impact on the fish’s resource as it fish
everything and scrapes the riverbed. It is commonly used during the flooding phase for fishing the
Tinény4 (Alestes leucicus).
3. Senne – Big net
It forms a semi-circle from a side of the river, the upper part floats at the surface and the down part
touches the riverbed. Then it is pulled out to get all fish caught. This practice is done several times in a
day. It requires a collective action of several fishermen or of the whole community during collective
fisheries (Bozo tradition) to pull the net out of the river. It is a hard work.

Figure 22: Launch of the big net into the river from a pirogue (Kakagnan)

Figure 23: Pulling out the big net (Kakagnan)

4. Filet Barrage (Saba segu) – dam net
It has a quite big dimension: 200 m length on 5-6 m width, it permits to create a “trap”, crossing the
river, on the flow direction of 10-15 m. The upper part floats and the down part is heavily implanted in
the riverbed. It is kept 2-3 days in the river. It is used only during the beginning of the receding phase
with still a low water flow. It has a great capacity for fish catching, even in one night, which can make

4

In Bambara langage
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the fisherman riches in one season. When the stitches are stretched, they are smaller than 2 fingers so
keep also the fries. It has a real negative impact on the fish’s resources.

5. Filet épervier – Cast-net
It is an individual net with a conic form and lead at its
base. It is thrown from a pirogue and flanged open on 3 to
5 m radius. Due to its lead fishes are afraid and it scraped
the riverbed and damages zooplankton and phytoplankton
populations. This utilisation is not allowed everywhere
and could be repressed in some areas.

Figure 24: Launch of the cast-net from a
pirogue (Akka)

6. Keep-all (Biridjo)
It is 50-100m length on 1.5-2m width with stitches of one finger. It goes down from the surface to the
riverbed and keeps fishes below it which suffocate and die. After that the fisherman goes down in the
water and by touching the net gets fishes. When it is used for a long time in the same place it could
impoverish the resource. Mainly used during the receding phase in narrow water depth or without
flow.
7. félé-félé
It is used to fish fishes going against the water flow.
8. Filet fourrière – Pound net
It is a Big net with stretched stitches making a circle. It is used in pond or/and in low water depth.
9. Pêché au branchage d’épineux ou à la touffe de bourgou – Fishing with thorny branches or with
bourgou clusters
In the river, the fisherman arranges thorny branches or bourgou clusters at the surface. Fish come to
rest there due to the microclimate. Then, a pound net encircles it to catch them. This method could get
a lot of fishes, could strand the area if it is kept for a long time. Thorny branches could damage other
nets and create conflicts between fishermen.
10. Barrage de pêche – Obstruction
It is a big installation mixing net and creels mainly positioned on canal or channel of pond. It is
forbidden to use it on the Niger River, the Bani affluent and the Ambiri branch. It requires a collective
action of fishermen to combine their different equipments. It has a great capacity of caught, does not
make any differentiation between fishes so damage considerably the fish resources by limiting the
lateral migration from the pond to the river during the receding phase.
11. Filet à deux bras – Two-arm-net
It is used with two fishermen face to face putting the two-arm-net vertically in the water; the end of
one arm touches the riverbed and the other one touches at the surface. Both arms are linked together
by a rope which closes the net and block up fishes. One after the other fisherman lifts up its net.
It could be modified by adding a “trap” on the side where fishes are pushed by closing the two-arm
net. This one is still done by two fishermen but one stays in the pirogue and the other walk in the
water.
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